
This newsletter highlights the work of the Cus-
todians of Rare and Endangered Wildflowers 

(CREW) citizen scientists’ programme during 2018. 
CREW started in 2003 and is now in its 16th year of 
implementation. Given the length of time our pro-
gramme has been implemented for and the wide 
range of monitoring and conservation activities con-
ducted by our volunteers, SANBI decided it was time 
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CREW, the Custodians of Rare and Endangered 
Wildflowers, is a programme that involves 
volunteers from the public (citizen scientists) 
in the monitoring and conservation of South 
Africa’s threatened plants. CREW aims to 
capacitate a network of volunteers from 
a range of socio-economic backgrounds 
to monitor and conserve South Africa’s 
threatened plant species. The programme 
links citizen scientists with their local 
conservation agencies and particularly with 
local land stewardship initiatives to ensure the 
conservation of key sites for threatened plant 
species. Funded by the South African National 
Biodiversity Institute, the Botanical Society of 
South Africa, and the Mapula Trust, CREW is 
an integral part of the work on monitoring 
Threatened Species for South Africa. 

National CREW overview

to review the effectiveness of the programme, and 
last year commissioned an independent evaluation 
of CREW. Many of our CREW citizen scientists as well 
as our major conservation agency partners were in-
terviewed as part of this review. The CREW team 
would like to thank you all for the time you took to 
contribute to the review. 

The review has been submitted to SANBI manage-
ment and will soon be publically available; below I 
share just a handful of the key findings to indicate the 
value of the work that you as citizen scientists have 
provided to plant conservation over the past 16 years.

Since 2003 CREW citizen scientists have collected 
accurate, reliable and recent plant species data. A total 
of 100 570 records for 8 973 plant species have been 
recorded by the programme (44% of the flora) with 
data collected for 2  120 threatened and rare plants 
across vast geographical regions of South Africa and 
a highly diverse array of families and genera. CREW 
has also provided 19 437 additional new specimens to 
SANBI’s Biosystematics Division to support the accu-
rate and effective identification of species. Via CREW, 
the Biosystematics Division of SANBI has been able to 
describe 30 new plant species, including those under 
formal description at present. 

The programme has supported the ex situ collec-
tion of seeds for the Millennium Seed Bank (MSB) for 
a substantially greater number of species and geo-
graphic locations than if such collection had been 
undertaken solely by SANBI staff. Of the 514 threat-
ened species banked by MSB since 2005, the seeds of 



138 (25%) were collected by the CREW citizen science 
network since 2014, an indication that there is further 
potential to involve citizen scientists to help meet 
Target 8 of the plant conservation strategy: 60% of 
South Africa’s plants conserved ex situ. As a result of 
these contributions the review has found that CREW 
is effectively aligned with relevant components of 
SANBI’s mandate. There is a  particularly strong align-
ment between the core components of South Africa’s 
plant strategy and CREW whereby 9 of the 16 targets 
are being achieved. Suvarna Parbhoo, CREW National 
Programme Manager, details further how CREW con-
tributes to the various parts of the plant strategy on 
page 4. 

The review highlighted that CREW data informs 
Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA); Provincial 
and Municipal Spatial Development Frameworks; 
Environmental Management Frameworks; Strategic 
Environmental Assessments and is currently being 
included in an online Environmental Screening Tool 
being developed by the Department of Environmen-
tal Affairs and SANBI that will be mandatory for use in 
the Environmental Authorisation processes. The inte-
gration of citizen science data into government land-
use planning and decision-making is novel globally.

CREW’s relationship with various Provincial and 
Metropolitan Biodiversity Stewardship Programmes, 
including CapeNature, City of Cape Town, Eastern 
Cape Parks and Tourism Agency (ECPTA), Ezemvelo 
KZN Wildlife and eThekwini Municipality, as well as 
various non-governmental organisations (e.g. Wild-
lands Conservation Trust, Kruger to Canyons etc.) was 
noted as being exemplary in the review. CREW citizen 
scientists have conducted 276 site visits and worked 
on contributing to the contracting of 99 stewardship 
sites for conservation. With Biodiversity stewardship 
being South Africa’s main mechanism for protected 
area expansion this contribution is substantial. 

The programme has and continues to make an 
ongoing, sustainable contribution to transformation 
in the biodiversity sector (36 previously disadvan-
taged individuals have been upskilled via intern-
ships or contracts working on the programme with 
two thirds of these (67%) having found permanent or 
long term employment within the plant conservation 
sector. 

At end 2018, just under 80  000 person hours had 
been funded by SANBI on the programme, with just 
over 50 000 person hours funded by BotSoc and the 
Mapula Trust. However, more incredible, is that a 

whopping almost 180  000 person hours had been 
donated to the programme through volunteer time. 
Volunteers’ time equates to the equivalent of 98 
person years. The main finding of the review is that 
by leveraging the goodwill, expertise, time and finan-
cial resources of volunteer citizen scientists, SANBI 
and the Botanical Society have been able to acquire 
vastly more data and contribute far more widely to 
conservation initiatives than if the programme had 
been implemented only by employed staff. In light 
of the vast geographical extent of the country, the 
immense diversity of South Africa’s flora, and the 
depth of skills and experience needed to accurately 
identify species, which take an extensive period of 
time to acquire, the programme has to date delivered 
a very high return on investment.

The review also provided our programme valua-
ble suggestions on areas to grow our impact, with a 
strong suggestion to work more closely with munic-
ipalities to support the conservation of public open 
spaces where threatened plants are found, further 
useful guidance was provided on broadening the de-
mographic representation of citizen scientists and 
concluded with suggestions on how to monitor the 
effectiveness of our interventions more closely.  

The review recommends that CREW’s current ap-
proach of partnering with citizen scientists should 
be continued, major changes should not be imple-
mented to the programme, to avoid a reduction in 
the current momentum, cohesiveness and impact of 
the programme. As you read the detail in the pages 
that follow on the activities of each CREW node and 
each volunteer group, I am sure you will support this 
recommendation. 

On behalf of the SANBI’s Threatened Species Unit I 
would like to thank you all for a very productive year 
of fieldwork. During last year a number of key champi-
ons of the CREW project passed away and others have 
retired from service. We are indebted to Koos Klaas-
ens (former champion of the Jacobsbaai group (who 
passed away in May 2018), Steven Cousins (former 
champion of the Swartland CREW group who passed 
away in June 2018) and Cameron McMaster (former 
CREW champion from the Eastern Cape and Napier 
groups who passed away in November 2018) for a 
lifetime of dedicated work to monitor, and protect 
threatened plants (see page 52 for more on their con-
tributions). We are also deeply grateful for the hard 
work and dedication of Hedi Stummer who retired as 
champion of the Friends of Tygerberg group this year 
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The past year has gone by far too quickly and was 
marked by a few changes in the summer-rain-

fall node. We bid farewell to KZN node coordinator, 
Hlengiwe Mtshali, as she spread her wings within the 
Red List team. Although not a newbie to the CREW 
family, Kaveesha Naicker was welcomed as the KZN 
node coordinator while Limpopo CREW volunteer, 
Lutendo Mudzielwana, joined the KZN node as pro-
ject assistant until February. Mahlatse Mogale, CREW 
Limpopo coordinator, has had his role changed as 
he now works between Limpopo and Mpumalanga 
provinces. The most significant change over the last 
year for me has been the request that I lead the CREW 
programme nationally. I am indebted for the strong 
support from my passionate team, who makes my 
task effortless.

The summer-rainfall region node planned over 100 
fieldtrips across the Eastern Cape, KZN, Mpumalanga, 
Gauteng and Limpopo provinces for this field season 
(August 2018 to May 2019) with the aim of cover-
ing a variety of new and old sites as well as hunt for 
some target species. Thus far, 51 plant species of con-

 SUVARNA PARBHOO

The summer-rainfall region node planned 
over 100 fieldtrips across the Eastern Cape, 

KZN, Mpumalanga, Gauteng and Limpopo 
provinces for this field season (August 2018 

to May 2019) with the aim of covering a 
variety of new and old sites as well as hunt 

for some target species.

Site assessment at Monks Cowl Stewardship  
properties. Photo: Suvarna Parbhoo.

servation concern has been recorded for the KZN’s 
field-season, while the Eastern Cape and Limpopo 
nodes are still wrapping up their data capturing. We 
are appreciative to each of the CREW groups within 
the summer-rainfall region who have given the CREW 
programme several hours of their precious time to 
not just participate in fieldtrips, but to plan each trip 
and post-fieldtrip to process specimens, data forms 
and images for iNaturalist. I am especially proud of 
the Wakkerstroom group as they navigate through 
their challenges of being a small, novice group and 
does not let their inexperience deter them from en-
suring that data is submitted and that specimens 
collected are lodged at the Buffelskloof Herbarium. 
The collaboration between the Midlands and Durban 
groups is going strong as several trips are attended 
by representatives from both groups. This marks 
another dimension of the data-driven citizen science 

after more than a decade of leading this group. Hedi 
and her team’s work has of been of immense value 
to conservation initiatives in the greater Cape Town, 
Stellenbosch and Swartland region and she leaves 
meticulously records of many populations of threat-
ened plants – an invaluable baseline from which we 
can monitor future trends to plant populations.   

Finally, I would like welcome the new Botanical 
Society Council that has been recently elected, we 
look forward to continuing the strong partnership 
between SANBI and BotSoc in the implementation 
of this globally unique citizen science plant conser-
vation project. 

DOMITILLA RAIMONDO 

An update from the  
CREW  

summer-rainfall  
node
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CREW programme in that it connects people and en-
courages friendships to grow.

This year the CREW KZN node focused on the Crit-
ical Habitat Species project, which contributes to 
Target 5 (Important Plant Areas) of South Africa’s 
Plant Conservation Strategy, by targeting the 24 
mostly cryptic species known to occur in KZN. We are 
delighted to announce that we have found 13 species 
to date, have arranged hunts for six species later this 
season and shall tackle the remaining six high alti-
tude species thereafter. These hunts were part of the 
22 A-Team trips that were planned for this field-sea-
son (refer to Kaveesha’s article on page 5). Unfortu-
nately, we had to sacrifice our Maputaland project 
this field season to concentrate on the A-Team trips.

Biodiversity stewardship, led by provincial con-
servation authorities, is South Africa’s approach to 
increase the protection levels of its threatened and 
unprotected or poorly protected ecosystems. Biodi-
versity stewardship is grounded on voluntary com-
mitments from private and communal landowners, 
with a range of different types of biodiversity stew-
ardship agreements (such as formally declared as 
protected areas in terms of the Protected Areas Act) 
providing long-term security for the sites (and eco-

systems) involved. This approach fulfils the objec-
tives of the National Plant Conservation Strategy’s 4th 
Target – Biodiversity targets for terrestrial eco-sys-
tems secured through effective management.

The CREW programme has formed effective part-
nerships with stewardship programmes in the prov-
inces we work in. The Western Cape Biodiversity 
Stewardship Programme (BSP) has received much 
assistance from the CREW CFR node over the years 
while the KZN–BSP continues to strengthen conser-
vation partnerships in the province. This year the 
KZN node has collaborated with Conservation Out-
comes in conducting field assessments at three sites, 
one of which was visited by the Midlands CREW over 
the past couple of years, allowing for a comprehen-
sive plant species list to be submitted with the assess-
ment. The field assessments provide an opportunity 
for us to meet with new landowners interested in 
conservation, and moreover, allow CREW to conduct 
plant surveys. Our work at Inanda Mountain with the 
Durban CREW has allowed for data collected to be 
submitted as part of the municipality’s response to 
an EIA application. 

In response to plant conservation being a scarce 
skill and Target 14 of the National Plant Conservation 
Strategy, the CREW programme has formulated the 

Durban CREW group giving management recom-
mendations to the provincial conservation agencies.  
Photo: Suvarna Parbhoo.
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CREW Human Capital Development (HCD) project. 
Over the years, this project has been moulded into an 
information session for 2nd or 3rd year botany, envi-
ronmental science, horticulture and nature conserva-
tion students at higher education institutions. Over 
the past year, the CREW programme added a further 
three provinces to the HCD project by engaging with 
students in the Northern Cape, North West and Mpu-
malanga, and discussions are underway with the Uni-
versity of the Free State.

We have worked on two new collaborative projects 
this year – the KZN community of practice, which 
Lutendo details on page 8 and the Indigenous Knowl-
edge project feeding into Target 8 of the National 
Plant Conservation Strategy that Mahlatse elaborates 
on page 10. Vathiswa continues to build capacity that 
feeds into Target 15 of the Strategy by running much 
required skills development projects (page 11).

Last year I mentioned my contribution to the 
Citizen Science Global Partnership. It is heartening 
to perceive how citizen science is fast becoming a 
significant value-add to support policy decision 
making globally. The Partnership has contributed to 
the United Nations Science–Policy–Business Forum 
(SPBF) on the Environment and the United Nations 
Environment Assembly 4 held in Nairobi in March. 
Citizen science firmly on the agenda in both sessions 
is significant for the development of the Partnership 
as these are the major policy forums for world-lead-
ing actions on the environment, and this year the 
theme of the SPBF is: ‘Innovative solutions for envi-
ronmental challenges and sustainable consumption 
and production’. Recommendations from this Forum 
inform the UN Environment Assembly and the UN’s 
work on the Sustainable Development Goals, and 
participating will be leaders from the worlds of gov-
ernment, finance, industry, science, citizen science 
and civil society. The forum is designed to tear down 
traditional barriers between these sectors and the 
Partnership’s delegation will be busy contributing 
to that process and demonstrating the valuable con-
tributions that can be made. Also, I have presented 
South Africa at the Citizen Science Conference in the 
United States in March, where I presented a poster 
on our innovative monitoring projects that feed  
into our country’s policy. Finally, SANBI will be 
working on South Africa’s citizen science strategy 
later this year, and as President Ramaphosa would say 
‘Watch this space…’

How do we reach that special? Photo: Bertha Pitout.

With all the hustle and bustle that came with at-
tending consecutive trips, the days of the week 

became irrelevant and the dirt roads seemed never 
ending, but the views only got better with every kilo-
meter. In the midst of rain, hail and 43°C conditions, 
the CREW KZN team (CKZN) has been busy ticking 
off the targets on our list. During this field season 
alone, we have planned and attended a whopping 22 
A-team fieldtrips, having located and documented 12 
plant species of conservation concern that were lack-
ing recent records. This article elaborates further on 
the many adventures and mishaps experienced by 
CKZN. 

We started this field season off rather enthusiasti-
cally with the Wakkerstroom group joining the search 
for Holothrix majubensis [Rare] at Amajuba Mountain. 

Back on the  
dirt road … 

KAVEESHA NAICKER
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Later in December, joined by the Midland CREW 
group, we ventured to the west of the province, in 
search of Streptocarpus floribundus [VU]. We explored 

the rocky outcrops along a windy road 
in the Kranskop area and were fortunate 
to find a reasonably sized population 
lurking on a cliff face. It was quite the 
task attempting to collect a specimen, 
as we were faced with climbing up the 
steep dolerite aggregate. Suvarna, Dave 
Raulstone and I scurried up, barely man-
aging to keep our feet on the ground as 
we used the scattered shrubs for support 
to obtain a specimen. On this trip we also 
came across Brachystelma gerrardii [EN], 
however at the time we had only found 
one plant, which was not in flower. I sus-
pected that if we climbed further up 
the koppie, we would have found more 
plants, but it was getting quite late and 
we had to return to Durban before being 
rained on by the emerging storm that 
had us unable to see the road amidst the 
heavy downpour and mist that followed. 

Dirt roads lead to Neverland. Photo: K. Naicker.

We climbed to 2 100 m altitude, immersing ourselves 
in the strong history attached to the battle of Majuba. 
The day was spent documenting the many endemics 
of this pristine area, although we did not find the mi-
niscule orchid, we were quite pleased with the alti-
tude reached by us coastal dwellers.  

The South African–Lesotho Mountains: Giant’s Cup.  
Photo: K. Naicker.

Map depicting the area’s surveyed by CKZN team.
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CKZN welcomed in the new year by surveying Zant-
edeschia valida [VU] at its type locality. As we drove 
to Elandslaagte on this occasion, we were met with 
the January heat, also known as Hlengiwe Mtshali. 
On a side note, January was also a month of warmer 
temperatures. On my return from this trip I endured 
a ‘quick hike’ (as Paolo Candotti called it) in the blis-
tering heat and extreme humidity, to document the 
Begonia dregei [EN] population he had come across 

at Kranskloof Nature Reserve, Durban. We managed 
to find about 50 plants at this locality ranging from 
juveniles to adults. 

The following week we made an impromptu visit to 
the Brachystelma gerrardii [EN] site and were amazed 
by the considerable population of metallic blue-
green blossoms observed. We counted a good 150 
plants, some were flowering while others were still 
budding as we ventured up the hill slope. It was defi-
nitely a stupendous sight to say the least. 

In mid-January we visited Ithala Nature Reserve 
with optimism to locate Melanospermum italae [VU], 
last recorded in 1984, under the guidance of Prof. 
Kevin Balkwill and Lindsay Balkwill. The week-long 
trip, which has to be the highlight of this field season, 
had us wanting more as we viewed the serene land-
scapes and magnificent wildlife Ithala has to offer. The 

1 2

3 4 5

1. Streptocarpus floribundus [VU], 2. Melanospermum italae [VU], 3. Zanthedeschia valida [VU], 4. Brachystelma gerrardii [EN], 5. 
Begonia dregei [EN]. Photos: K. Naicker.

During this field season alone, we have 
planned and attended a whopping 22 

A-team fieldtrips, having located and doc-
umented 12 plant species of conservation 
concern that were lacking recent records. 
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week progressed and our optimism began fading, 
without sight of the Melanospermum italae. It was on 
our last day, that Kevin spotted juveniles as we ven-
tured to the higher altitudes. Once we reached the 
peak of the summit, we noticed small clumps of the 
white flowered beauty and were met with delight 
as we ascertained that it was indeed our target. On 
this trip we documented six of KZNs threatened 
species, Dierama erectum [EN], Haworthiopsis limifo-
lia [VU], Searsia harveyi [NT], Waburgia salutaris [EN], 
Schizochilus gerrardii [EN] and our target species Mel-
anospermum italae [VU]. 

Next on the agenda was our trip up Sani Pass to 
Hodgsons Peak. We searched the grasslands and rocky 
areas along the path to the summit plateau for Heli-
chrysum pagophilum [Rare]. It was a long and eventful 

day surveying the South African–Lesotho Mountains, 
in what seemed like four seasons in one, experienc-
ing sunny skies, hail storms and misty conditions in a 
space of eight hours, with us almost missing Streaky 
(the CREW bakkie) on our way back. Personally, I think 
we’re doing an excellent job chasing mountains and 
climbing waterfalls, as we reached 3100m altitude at 
Giant’s Cup Mountain, in Lesotho. We think we found 
our target species but only time and the SANBI her-
barium will tell…

A special message of gratitude to the CREW KZN 
team for making the long drives during this field 
season memorable and assisting me with my plant 
pressings after the many hours in the field. And to 
all CREW volunteers thank you for your service to the 
CREW programme and the sacrifices you make in the 
name of conservation. 

LUTENDO MUDZIELWANA

I am who I am today because of the Custodians of 
Rare and Endangered Wildflowers (CREW) Limpopo 

node. The CREW voluntary work made me find myself 
again in the field of biodiversity and afforded me the 

My journey through the  

Kingdom of the Zulu with CREW KZN node

opportunity to re-position myself in the career that I 
chose at the University of Venda. 

Through the journey of being a CREW volunteer, 
I have gained much insight into threatened plant 
species and specimen collection. I enjoyed assist-
ing the Nylsvley Nature Reserve and Wolkberg Wil-
derness Reserve on invasive alien plant clearing and 
the surveying of threatened species. When the op-
portunity for project assistant with the CREW KZN 
(CKZN) node arose, I applied and was fortunate to be 
appointed. I strongly believe that this opportunity is 
one of the best in building my career in plant conser-
vation. 

Thabo Mbeki’s quote: ‘I owe my being to the hills 
and the valleys, the mountains and the glades, the 
rivers, the deserts, the trees, the flowers, the seas 
and the ever-changing seasons that define the face 
of our native land’ resonates within me. I am fortu-
nate to have explored much of the Kingdom of the 
Zulu in the six months I’ve been with the CKZN – from 
Pondoland in southern KZN to Zululand in the north, 
and inland through parts of the Battlefields as well 
as the southern and central Drakensberg mountains; 
all in search of our target plant species of conserva-

Lutendo Mudzielwana at Constantia Farm.  
Photo: K. Naicker.
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tion concern. Being familiar with the savanna biome 
that dominate the Limpopo province, I have enjoyed 
being exposed to the vast grassland biome and its 
beautiful flowers. 

Within weeks of starting work in KZN, I represented 
the CREW programme at the newly established KZN 
community of practice; a project aimed at bringing to-
gether academics, students and government officials 
to work on biodiversity-related problems of mutual 
interest and to share knowledge and skills. The KZN 
community of practice project is intended to give 
students exposure to issues of the workplace and to 
give researchers and managers the opportunity to 
share concerns and research methodologies, as well 
as to develop student projects that could provide 
useful data for management of protected areas in the 
hope that the result will be a much stronger network 
of interactions between academics and government 
officials in the province. The project’s series of biodi-
versity assessments ‘bioblitzes’ (of which I attended 
two out of four) was a good learning opportunity, as 
various experts and people who are simply keen to 
learn participated, while also generating useful bio-
diversity data for each area being targeted. Lutendo processing specimens, post fieldtrip.  

Photo: S. Parbhoo.

The view at Constantia Farm: Photo: K. Naicker.

I express my appreciation to my former mentor 
Bronwyn Egan (University of Limpopo) and Mahlatse 
Mogale who introduced me to the CREW programme 
and my employer (BotSoc) for funding the work I do. 
I am indebted to my manager Suvarna Parbhoo and 
colleague Kaveesha Naicker for giving me opportu-
nities to grasp administrative functions, improve my 
scientific writing and learn various skills from them, 
both in office and in the field.

‘I owe my being to the hills and the valleys, 
the mountains and the glades, the rivers, the 

deserts, the trees, the flowers, the seas and the 
ever-changing seasons that define the face of 

our native land’

Thabo Mbeki
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I am not sure if this only applies to me, but the year 
went by too fast to keep track of. The year 2018 

marked the end of my contract with Limpopo’s con-
servation agency LEDET as well as the expansion of 
my surveying plant species of conservation concern 
in Limpopo to both Limpopo and Mpumalanga prov-
inces. Consolidating plant data collected by several 
CREW-ites in both provinces meant a year filled with 
data capturing deadlines amidst exciting fieldtrips.  

One of the major highlights of my year was the 
meeting I had with the Department of Science and 
Technology (DST) Indigenous Knowledge Systems 
(IKS) project coordinator. This programme involves 
individuals working within particular communities to 
record which plant species is used, for what purpose 
and how it is used, thereby ensuring indigenous 
knowledge is safeguarded for generations to come. 
This is a major step forward towards achieving Target 
13 of South Africa’s Strategy for Plant Conservation. 
I was delighted to hear that the project area for 
Limpopo is the Vhembe district as it is an under-sam-
pled area for the Limpopo CREW node, making this a 
win–win collaboration. 

My expanded mandate meant that the CREW 
Human Capital Development (HCD) project, whereby 

we present a plant conservation lecture to botany 
students at higher education institutes, was also ex-
panded to include the three-year old University of 
Mpumalanga. It was a delight to engage with this 
university as they are still at the stage of setting up 
curricula and eager to expose their students to the 
plant conservation sector. We have also linked the 
lecturer with the nearby Buffelskloof herbarium and 
hope that closer collaboration will be made for years 
to come. Unfortunately I didn’t interact with the two 
Limpopo universities in 2018, but shall engage once 
again in the first semester of 2019. Hopefully the 
2019/20 fieldtrips will have an increase in student par-
ticipation. 

The CREW HCD project has provided the foun-
dation for LEDET and the University of Limpopo to 
collaborate on particular threatened plant survey 
projects such as Euphorbia groenewaldii (CR) to assess 
the species threats and how best to mitigate these 
threats to ensure no further loss of the remaining 
population. The CREW Limpopo node shall be the 
key advisor on this project by providing species and 
site lists, obtaining data and regularly assessing these 
species, and mentoring students into the plant con-
servation sector.

Finally, my year-end highlight was presenting the 
CREW programme to the Honorary Rangers based in 
Polokwane. Finding yet another group of individuals 
who share common goals towards conserving the 
province’s biodiversity makes me trust that the future 
for plant conservation in Limpopo is bright.

A brighter future for the massive savanna
MAHLATSE MOGALE

Rudzani Tshikororo (UL intern) identifying Euphorbia groe-
newaldii. Photo: M. Mogale.

University of Mpumalanga conservation students. 
Photo: M. Mogale.
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The CREW programme is generally known for sur-
veying plant species of conservation concern; 

however conserving our floral heritage remains the 
core function as well as the purpose of our existence. 
Over the past fifteen years our approach to involve 
members of the public has yielded much success in 
achieving the CREW objectives. We are now in the 
fourth year of implementing the CREW Eastern Cape 
node and we acknowledge the rough edges along 
the way, but our achievements thus far have been 
brought about by collaborative efforts from various 
stakeholders – passionate individuals, non-govern-
mental organisations, conservation agencies as well 
as students who have shaped our achievements.

Forming a CREW group in the Alfred Nzo District 
Municipality

As we all know by now, the Eastern Cape forms part 
of our threatened plant data gap areas in the country, 
which is what led to the establishment of the CREW 
node in the province. Renowned for its species-rich 
flora and high levels of endemism; the Eastern Cape 
Drakensberg became our 2018 target area. We began 
the year by hosting a bioblitz at Kokstad in which in-

CREW Eastern Cape Node: 
building the plant conservation network  

through collaboration
VATHISWA ZIKISHE

...but our achievements thus far have been 
brought about by collaborative efforts from 
various stakeholders – passionate individu-
als, non-governmental organisations, con-
servation agencies as well as students who 

have shaped our achievements.

Kate and Graham doing field training on plant collect-
ing. Photo: V. Zikishe.

terested folk mainly from the Umzimvubu Catchment 
partnership Programme (UCPP) participated. At our 
first workshop Brendan Cole (a local from Rhodes) 
gave us an introductory talk about the area, show-
casing the amazing floral diversity he’s been docu-
menting over the years and of course the picturesque 
landscape that makes this area unique. Pondoland 
CREW champions, Kate and Graham Grieve, pre-
sented a plant collection and herbarium specimen 
pressing workshop followed by my overview of the 
CREW programme. These activities ultimately formed 
the Eastern Cape Drakensberg CREW group. The 
group’s two passionate champions, Nicky McLeod 
and Brendan Cole, have endeavoured to share over 
a thousand observations of the region’s beautiful 

Participants at the plant ID workshop. Photo: V. Zikishe.
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workshop. The group’s diversity also meant different 
levels of understanding; nonetheless I was glad to 
see their excitement as they viewed some of the di-
agnostic features under the microscope, opening up 
a whole new world of plant diversity.

The second part of our learning-filled week was a 
workshop on iNaturalist, facilitated by Tony Rebelo. 
The workshop was held at the Agri-space research 
facility, we enjoyed learning from their interns how 
crops are grown and processed for various consum-
ers. By the end of the week we reflected on how we 
came together from different backgrounds, gener-
ously sharing our knowledge and learning from each 
other, becoming one team with a common goal.

Two of the four Universities visited in 2018

Engaging with higher learning institutions forms 
part of the CREW programme’s Human Capital De-
velopment project and is well aligned with targets 
14 and 15 of the National Plant Conservation Strat-
egy. The Eastern Cape has four higher learning 
institutions, and in 2018 I presented plant conser-
vation guest lectures to Nelson Mandela University 
(Port Elizabeth campus) and Walter Sisulu University 
(Umtata). In my view, the benefit of this lecture is no-
ticing how the students built connections between 
what they are learning and the real world. Both uni-
versities were very inspired by the work we do and 
pledged to contribute towards the objectives of the 
National Plant Conservation Strategy. 

In line with the targets above, we have had the op-
portunity to engage with the public in the work that 

Grade 9 job-shadowing student enjoying the micro-
scope. Photo: V. Zikishe.

Rhodes and Matatiele CREW group after the training. 
Photo: V. Zikishe.

Eucomis grimshawii – whole plant. Photo: V. Zikishe.flowers on iNaturalist. My visits to the region was 
marked by finding many beautiful plants, including a 
few plant species of conservation concern.

Cultivating the culture of learning 

This new group, consisting of a diverse range 
of skills in biodiversity conservation, requested a 
second workshop to focus on plant Identification 
tools, which I facilitated. The toolbox is not a one size 
fits all approach, but built with a beginner starting to 
identify plants, without being too overwhelmed, in 
mind. The course began with tools to identify some 
plant families and genera; however due to time con-
straints, the species level was not reached during this 
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Eucomis grimshawii – flowers and fruit.  
Photo: V. Zikishe.

we do. This year I participated in a reading camp with 
the Holy Cross Primary School in Grahamstown, as 
well as the Bio-bash and photo walk competition on 
Heritage Day, in which all schools in Grahamstown 
joined in. On another note, it was interesting to host 
an MSc student from Wits University to conduct her 
fieldwork on Euphorbia bupleurifolia.

Exciting finds of the season!

Very dry conditions during 2018 lead to postpone-
ment of some of the trips planned in the former Tran-
skei region. However, nature never ceases to amaze 
us as we found some of our targeted species – new 
subpopulations of Aloe bowiea (CR) near Uitenhage 
area, Rapanea gilliana (EN) at its historical locality and 
most easterly record, a new locality (within its known 
distribution range) for Ornithogalum perdurans (VU), 
Drimia chalumnensis (VU) near Kiwane, Eucomis grim-
shawii (Rare) Eastern Cape Drakensberg, Trachyandra 
smalliana (EN) and many more…

I’m truly grateful to everyone who made the CREW 
Eastern Cape node’s fieldtrips a success this year, and 
I must stress that I wouldn’t be able to achieve this 

Reflecting on the lifespan of the CREW pro-
gramme, I can only marvel at the incredible 

dedication our volunteers have shown to make this 
programme a success. We are so fortunate to have 
this calibre of citizen scientists, who go above and be-
yond to ensure that our amazing biodiversity is con-
served and enjoyed. It has been a bittersweet year 
that has passed, as we lost some legendary CREW 
stalwarts (see page 52), but also had a hugely reward-
ing year of plant monitoring. 

One of the major tasks of 2018 was finishing off the 
Karoo Biogaps project. We put in a massive effort to 
collect biodiversity information for the Karoo region, 
and although most of the fieldwork was done under 
very challenging conditions, overall the project has 
done exceptionally well to fill the gaps we had in 
the biodiversity information that was available. The 
CREW team and Dr Tony Rebelo were involved in 
conducting the plant fieldwork, which was a com-
bination of sampling the designated 1 × 1 km plots 

and ‘bioblitzing’ some of the pentads. We sampled 41 
plots, recording a total of 3 663 records for over 700 
plant species. In addition, we collected over 1  500 
plant species and submitted 275 samples for DNA 
barcoding. It was a challenging task preparing all the 
data to be submitted to the team that is responsible 
for analysing the data and developing species distri-
bution models for the Karoo, but this information will 
be critical for future land-use decision making in the 
Karoo so it was worth the effort. The ‘bioblitz’ team 
visited 17 pentads and posted over 8 000 plant ob-
servations. 

In April 2018 we were involved in the International 
Citizen Science Day. This event is aimed at highlight-
ing the significant contributions that citizen scientists 
make across the globe. The CREW team took the lead 
in organising the event at Kirstenbosch National Bo-
tanical Gardens. We arranged a day of interactive dis-
plays where Citizen Science projects could showcase 
their work and connect with prospective people to 

alone. The province is a vast area, with beautiful land-
scapes and many unexplored places that I would love 
to get to; let’s continue doing this together and dis-
cover many more species!

CREW CFR Node update 2019
ISMAIL EBRAHIM
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join their projects. We had 16 projects displaying their 
work and 12 talk sessions on various citizen science–
based projects. The day was a huge success for both 
the exhibitors and prospective citizen scientists. 

Last year was indeed a year of reflection and evalua-
tion for CREW. SANBI commissioned a study to review 
the CREW programme with the main aim of evalu-
ating how effectively we have achieved the objec-
tives of CREW and determine whether our work was 
aligned with the mandate of SANBI and Botsoc, who 
are key funding institutions. To be able to support 
the consultant, the CREW team had to prepare and 
analyse some of the data that we have collected over 

the 15 years of CREW’s operation. One of the very in-
teresting exercises we did was to calculate the man 
hours contributed by the CREW volunteers over 15 
years. In the CFR well over 88  000 man hours has 
been contributed collectively by volunteers and this 
is a phenomenal effort. We have also supported our 
conservation agencies well by conducted over 220 
visits to over 60 stewardship sites across the Western 
Cape. This information is critical for conservation 
agencies and landowners to ensure that these areas 
are properly managed. For more information of the 
CREW review see page 1.

We kicked up a gear with the university work we 
have been doing. We reviewed our content and in-
cluded some information about the National Plant 
Conservation Strategy and developed a worksheet 
for the students so that it is now something that can 
contribute to their grades. This has made a huge dif-
ference as now we get the full attention of the stu-
dents. We also conducted a weekend biodiversity 
camp with honours students of UWC at the Haar-
wegskloof Nature Reserve. The weekend was a huge 
success and we ran plant identification, GIS and iNat-
uralist training courses with them over the weekend. 
We also spent valuable time in the renosterveld at 
Haarwegskloof. 

My first year as the Chair of the Arid Zone Ecology 
Forum (AZEF) conference was a bit daunting in the 
beginning, but with the support of an amazing com-
mittee we pulled off an excellent conference. Our 
pre-conference workshops were very well received. 
I was involved in facilitating a workshop on proposal 
writing and funding proposals, and our stewardship 
partners had a session on expanding the conserva-
tion estate. The speakers and presentations were 
of a high calibre, particularly the students that pre-
sented. The main session themes for the conference 
were animal and plant ecology, drought-related 
impacts, long-term ecological monitoring and range-
land ecology in the arid zone. It was a great experi-
ence to be involved in organising such a great event 
and kudos to the AZEF committee for pulling off an 
amazing event. 

Citizen scientists enjoying the exhibition at the 2018 
Citizen Science Fair. Photo: Ismail Ebrahim

Students dissecting plants at our Honours camp. Pho-
to: Ismail Ebrahim.

It has been a bittersweet year that has passed, 
as we lost some legendary CREW stalwarts, but 

also had a hugely rewarding year of 
plant monitoring. 
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We had a phenomenal field season last year. Our 
focus has been monitoring the critical habitat species 
and this really guided where we would go. We also 
had a strong focus on supporting the WWF Stew-
ardship team that is consolidating the Rooiberg con-
servancy close to Robertson. This was a relatively 
new area for us so it was great to start exploring the 
area and familiarising ourselves with the species that 
occur there. 

Our first major discovery of the year was made 
totally by accident. The CREW team attended the 
Global Partnership for Plant Conservation conference 
in Cape Town and took a few of the international del-
egates to experience the threatened lowland habi-
tats we work in. We decided to visit Voëlvlei Nature 
Reserve near Tulbagh to show an area with high di-
versity of threatened plants and illustrate the threats 
our plants are facing. We noticed a yellow Fabaceae 
plant flowering on the side of the road and to our sur-
prise and great elation it was a population of Polhil-
lia ignota, a previously thought to be extinct species 
that we rediscovered in 2017. This was a good sign for 
the rest of the year. 

September was an extremely busy month for us 
but the standout trip for me was our mini expedition 
to the Kamiesberg mountain range with Annelise le 
Roux. Annelise is one of the most knowledgeable 
people on the Kamiesberg flora and it was a great 
honour to have her with us. The highlight of the trip 
was our visit to the Rooiberg section of the mountain 
where we were able to see Protea namaquana (CR) 
and Vexatorella alpina (NT), which are both Kamies-
berg endemics and on my personal Proteaceae 
bucket list, so I was extremely happy. Another excit-
ing find was Romulea speciosa (VU), which seems to 
be known from only one locality. 

Doing CREW fieldwork is a great lesson in patience 
and perseverance. It is really disappointing when you 
don’t find the target species that you are looking for. 
This was the case with our last two attempts to find 
Ixia stolonifera, a Data Deficient species only known 
from the type specimen collected in 1946. This time 
we had the experience of Dr John Manning and Dr 
Dee Snijman to help us find this species. We had ar-
ranged permission to visit a farm that is part of the 
Keisies mountain range, but as we arrived the experts 
were sceptical of finding the plant at the site. With 

New population of Polhillia ignota found.  
Photo: Ismail Ebrahim Ixia stolonifera finally found. Photo: Ismail Ebrahim
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their extensive knowledge of plants and the collec-
tors, we ended up at Burgers Pass where we were for-
tunate to find a few plants in flower in a road cutting. 
Two weeks later we returned to the area and found 
a few more patches of the species, one in particular 
that had hundreds of plants flowering. 

Since we have been working on the National Plant 
Conservation Strategy, we have built closer links with 
our partners that are doing ex-situ conservation. This 
is also an additional area of work that we would like to 
grow, and to start things off I wrote a proposal to do a 
species restoration project on Marasmodes undulata. 
After our last visit to the Orleans campsite in Paarl, 
which is the only place in the world where it occurs, 
we were very concerned about its future survival. Re-
viewing the historic monitoring data for this species 
shows that there were at least 300 plants present at 

the site. Since CREW has monitored this species we 
have observed a steep decline in those numbers. 
During our last visit we could only find three plants. 
This meant that we had to spring into action. I’m 
happy to report that we have received some funds 
from the Mohammed Bin Zaid Conservation Fund 
to do a restoration project on the site. We will work 
closely with the Drakenstein municipality, MSB and 
SANBI Conservation Gardens and Tourism Division 
to propagate Marasmodes undulata and restore the 
population as well as improve the habitat quality of 
the surrounding area. This is a new area of work for 
us and we are really excited to get our hands dirty. If 
you have an interest in search and rescue or restora-
tion, please contact me as we are looking to build a 
network of people that could help us with projects 
like this. 

While Peninsula CREW activities may not have 
delivered any smashingly outstanding finds, we 

nevertheless clocked up a respectable tally of specials 
during 2018. Repeat visits to sites of previous exciting 
finds also delivered the goods, with both Polycarena 
silenoides and Wahlenbergia pyrophila populations 
still in good health.

This year we endeavoured to visit a couple of differ-
ent sites in addition to the old favourites, and these 
new sites included the Muizenberg East Conserva-
tions areas, the Rotary Youth Camp in Glencairn and 
Bo-Kloof Private Nature Reserve at Red Hill. From a 
total of 16 field trips undertaken by Peninsula CREW 
and the FloraDoc group, a total of 84 different threat-
ened species was recorded during 2018, comprising 8 
CR, 13 EN, 27 VU, 13 NT and 23 Rare species. 

Peninsula CREW 2018 Report
GIGI LAIDLER

Group of Cape Peninsula volunteers ready to go up 
Table Mountain. Photo: G. Laidler.
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Early in the year we once again undertook a field 
trip to Cape Point in search of Erepsia promontorii, 
which still eludes us, however we did still record 15 
threatened plants.

The BioGaps project still demanded a lot of my 
time early in the year, so there was a flurry of activity 
during the spring months, which this year provided 
some relief from the desperately dry conditions 
of 2017, however this had the drawback of some 
rather inclement weather on many our field trip days 
putting a damper on things.

One of the more memorable field trips was a joint 
CREWPen and FDP outing to the top of Table Moun-
tain, when SANParks granted us permission to drive 
up and park near the Reservoirs, which saved us 
hours of slogging up the mountain and allowing 

Repeat visits to sites of previous exciting finds 
also delivered the goods, with both Polycarena 
silenoides and Wahlenbergia pyrophila pop-

ulations still in good health.

much more time for botanising the Back Table and 
the Front Table. We were a large party of about 30 
including several SANParks Rangers, so we split into 
five parties, each with their own set of targets. The 
weather was less than promising when we set off, 
but our perseverance was rewarded with a tally of 14 
threatened species, including two different subspe-
cies of Erica caterviflora, Erica pilulifera, Senecio verbas-
cifolius, Disa longicornu and Centella caespitosa.  

A key purpose for this Table Mountain field trip was 
to search again for Microdon nitidus, one of the Penin-
sula’s ‘lost plants’, not recorded since the 1950s when 
Elsie Esterhuyse collected it near the top of Skeleton 
Gorge. A thorough search of the target area proved 
fruitless, so this species remains one of the Peninsu-
la’s elusive rarities. My suspicion is that this is another 
plant that will make a reappearance after fire, so we 
should thoroughly explore the top of Nursery Ravine 
in spring 2019.

We also organised two very useful general Fynbos 
plant ID courses with Wendy Hitchcock, which gave 
course participants greater confidence to tackle the 
process of identifying plants. iNaturalist workshops 
were also organised in Cape Town and several other 
venues in the Western Cape, and we continue to en-
courage all CREW volunteers to be more active with 
photographing plants that they encounter on their 
rambles and to post observations on iNaturalist.

CREW volunteers at the Fynbos identifica-
tion course. Photo: G. Laidler.

Erica pilulifera found on Table Mountain.  
Photo: C. Dorse.
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Conservation has always been the driving force 
in my life. Starting off my journey as a SANParks 

Honorary ranger in my matric year and then pursu-
ing an academic career in Nature Conservation, I am 
currently furthering my academic career by stud-
ying towards a Bachelor of Technology. To expand 
my knowledge and gain additional experience in my 
field, I have contributed voluntary hours in various 
conservation organisations and through my studies 
and volunteer work and under the guidance of my 
mentors, I have acquired the skills and knowledge 
necessary to enable me to contribute to nature con-
servation. 

In April 2018 I was given the rare opportunity to be 
part of an extraordinary programme, namely CREW. 
This was a big transformation and out of my comfort 
zone into a whole new world of plant knowledge. 
However, it was a change that I cannot regret. Being 
under the supervision of an amazing mentor, Ismail 
Ebrahim, with his vast knowledge and passion in this 
field, only gives me more inspiration and motiva-
tion in all aspects of conservation. I have learnt and 
experienced so much in the past few months. From 
not knowing the basics of how to pronounce scien-
tific terminology to proudly identifying a few plant 
species by myself. 

One of the major highlights of my journey here was 
the privilege of being involved in the Karoo BioGaps 
Project, which was a project under the leadership of 
SANBI. CREW was involved in conducting all the plant 
surveys for the project and this gave me a good op-
portunity to contribute to the plant knowledge in 
the Karoo. I mainly focussed on conducting Bioblitz 
surveys with Gigi Laidler and Tony Rebelo. To be part 
of a project that hopes to ensure to protection of this 
area from more human impacts is in itself a great 
achievement. 

Another great opportunity I have had was getting 
to work with experts in the field as well as being 
exposed to many networking opportunities. Net-
working plays a large role in nature conservation as 
we are all after one common goal. 

‘If the bee disappeared off the surface of the globe, 
then man would have only four years of life left. No more 

bees, no more pollination, no more plants, no more man,’  
– Albert Einstein. 

This is something I want to ensure as a conserva-
tionist does not happen in this generation as well as 
future generations. I will continue rendering my ser-
vices in the conservation industry, by improving and 
upholding the image of conservation. My goal is to 
ensure the security of the continued existence of 
nature and wildlife by contributing to the operations 
of nature conservation through offering services  
and performing duties in the nature conservation  
industry.

CREW Intern profile – 
Joti Daya

Joti Daya with Dr John Manning in the field. Photo: I. 
Ebrahim.

‘If the bee disappeared off the surface of the 
globe, then man would have only four years of 
life left. No more bees, no more pollination, no 

more plants, no more man,’  
– Albert Einstein. 
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The Botanical Society 
of South Africa is ex-

tremely proud and hon-
oured to be a leading 
partner with SANBI on the 
CREW programme since 
its inception some fifteen 

years ago. The involvement of society members and 
champions in this all important national conserva-
tion effort is extremely encouraging and rewarding. 
Approximately half the number (170) of CREW volun-
teers are staunch society members and have assisted 
greatly in improving the CREW database with data 
related to species of special concern and their habi-
tat locations. This citizen science effort has covered 
some 600 sites and over 500 species of special con-
servation concern – a stern effort by the interested 
and committed members, from around the country.

BotSoc is also extremely excited about the oppor-
tunities that have been created with SANBI to employ 
interns to assist with field trips and organisation for 
CREW groups. These interns are also given the oppor-
tunity to increase their botanical knowledge by at-
tending courses, workshops and conferences related 
to the CREW programme. Most interns have also been 
given the opportunity to deliver on their projects at 
national symposia. This is an important aspect as 
they present their work and also network with other 
people and institutions which exposes them to the 
sector, and hopefully these contacts will improve 
their chances of permanent employment once their 
CREW contracts come to an end. Indeed, most of 
the interns that have been supported by the Society 
over the years have been successful in obtaining em-
ployment at the end of their contracts. The BotSoc is 
very proud that it has been able to contribute to the 
notion of human capital development through sup-
porting contract employees (interns).

The Society has supported CREW from its own 
conservation reserve funds and been successful in 
obtaining donations from members specifically for 
the CREW programme over the years. This commit-
ment from members and the endorsement of the 
CREW programme has in no small measure encour-

aged other donors to support CREW as they have 
the confidence in a very sound programme through 
a formal agreement with the main driver of CREW: 
SANBI. BotSoc is committed to the long term support 
of this internationally recognised citizen science pro-
gramme and encourages involvement of its members 
in CREW groups.

Finally, BotSoc is proud to be able to involve its 
members through a well-run CREW programme 
under the auspices of SANBI, excited in being able to 
involve the youth in this effort and being able to be 
part of the process of informing the world of the im-
portant data collection and conservation outcomes 
for important plant species and their habitats.  

CREW News from BotSoc
BRUCE MCKENZIE

It rained! The outlook at the start of 2018 was bleak, 
but welcome winter rains brought relief and stand-

ing water to the drought stricken area. Looking in 
wetter environments became feasible again and our 
highlight was finding a new population of Oxalis levis 
(CR) with the Darling CREW.

In August we visited for the first time, a section of 
Blaauwberg Farm that had burnt in January 2018. 
On the servitude under the ESKOM pylons we found 
numerous red-listed species including a new popu-
lation of Serruria trilopha (CR). Later that month we 
visited the Nirvana Fynbos Reserve near Atlantis, a 
fantastic piece of Atlantis Sand Fynbos, recovering 
well after prescribed burns in 2011 and 2012.

Another new site was the Sunningdale Ephemeral 
Pan where we found a new population of Hermannia 
procumbens subsp. procumbens (CR) and Crassula de-
cumbens var. brachyphylla (NT). We visited a new site 
on the greater Klipheuwel Farm in September and 
found Leucadendron stellare (CR) as well as Echios-
tachys incanus (VU) flowering for the first time.

The Blaauwberg 
Conservation Area

PETRA BRODDLE
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Ismail arranged a visit to the Witzands Aquifer 
Nature Reserve in September after it burnt in January 
2016. A mysterious, prolific flowering Indigofera, 
turned out, upon investigation, to be an unpublished 
new Indigofera subspecies. We also found a popu-
lation of Cotula duckittiae (VU), which was collected 
for one of the students working on the group at the 
Compton Herbarium. We have been seed collecting 
with the MSB in the Dune Strandveld, and with City of 
Cape Town officials as part of the Sand Fynbos Resto-
ration Project at Blaauwberg Nature Reserve. 

The Sandown Fynbos Corridor continues to yield 
surprises. This area has seen some alarming trans-
formations due to the increase in housing develop-
ments, but this corridor is critical for survival of the 
plants and animals in the area. Another exciting find 
in this area was Senecio foeniculoides (CR), found in 
December.

We have participated in eight Search & Rescue 
efforts on land earmarked for development. All the 
sites, some with red-listed species, have since been 
developed. The Search & Rescue methodology is 
flawed and requires review.

I presented our work to the Blaauwberg Protected 
Areas Advisory Committee and to The Friends of Riet-

vlei. Ismail and I appeared on the radio show Oggend 
op RSG in April, promoting volunteering and CREW.

The Blaauwberg Nature Reserve was awarded 
Green Coast status, the first in the country. Part of 
the successful bid included the regular work done by 
the BCA CREW volunteers in the reserve. We contin-
ued to sell the 2nd edition of our flower guide and 
give botanical walks at the reserve. In preparation of 
the restoration and burning of the Swartland Shale 
Renosterveld on Blaauwberg Hill in 2019, we have 
been recording the existing plant populations on a 
regular basis. 

We have been getting to grips with iNaturalist and 
@venturefoth and @botaneek have been helpful 
identifying species for us. I create places on iNatural-

The Sandown Fynbos Corridor continues to 
yield surprises. This area has seen some alarm-

ing transformations due to the increase in 
housing developments, but this corridor is  

critical for survival of the plants and animals  
in the area. 

Serruria trilopha from Blaauwberg farm. Photo: P. Broddle. Senecio foeniculoides. Photo: P. Broddle.
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ist, so have a look for places mentioned in this report. 
We continue providing plant lists to property owners 
and interested parties. 

It has been a difficult year as three of our most ex-
perienced members battled with injuries/illness. On 
the whole though we remain positive and are looking 
forward to 2019

The team involved in Search & Rescue at Parklands Fynbos 
Corridor. Photo: P. Broddle

Jan Wicht inspecting Gethyllis ciliaris. Photo: P. Broddle.

This report is really a story of two halves. In the 
first half of the year there was a fair mix of out-

ings arranged between Hedi, Jan and myself. From 
early on in the second half almost all members of the 
group struggled from life’s curve-balls of illness, in-
jury and bereavement. 

The demographic study of Metalasia schlechteri 
(CR) at Briers Louw NR is already in its sixth year. In 
January we were joined by Ismail and the interns. 
Randall Josephs subsequently presented an analysis 
of our demographic studies at the 2018 CREW Work-
shop. In 2019 we will focus on exploring surrounding 
fragments looking for a second population.

In March we visited the Camphill Village Conserva-
tion Area, east of Atlantis, for the first time. In the dry 
mature Atlantis Sand Fynbos, ten of the 64 species  
recorded are species of conservation concern. 

The Friends  
of the  

Tygerberg Hills
PETRA BRODDLE

Marasmodes fasciculata from Klipheuwel. Photo: P. Broddle.
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We revisited Van Schoorsdrif (Vissershok Outspan 
Biodiversity Reservation Area) just off the N7 in April 
to look for Marasmodes fasciculata (CR). We found 
small pockets of special species occurring across 
the site, but it is dominated by acacias and euca-

lypts. Hopefully, with some alien clearing efforts, the 
habitat quality will improve 

At the acacia-infested Kalbaskraal Municipal 
Reserve we added nine new threatened species to 
the list, although we failed to see several others pre-
viously recorded in late April 2009.  

Having finally located the elusive Preekstoel site 
halfway between Darling and Malmesbury in April, 
we returned in mid-November to specifically look 
for Erica malmesburiensis (CR). On a blistering hot day 
Hedi eventually found it. Twenty threatened species 
were recorded and we anticipate more. The site was 
strip-ploughed in the past, and is now threatened by 
acacia invasions, and sand mining is also taking place 
on surrounding farms. 

In June we visited the Klipheuwel Radio Mast 
site. Although this site has been well surveyed we 
managed to add Pauridia minuta (NT) to the list. We 
visited in December with Ismail and Joti to look for 
Aspalathus crewiana (CR). Last recorded in 2009, it 
would have evaded us if it were not in flower. We did 
spend nearly an hour looking very carefully to find 
the plants. We were on the verge of giving up when 
Jan found the first. Then many more plants magically 
appeared. 

In early July we ventured up the Paardeberg for 
Erica hippurus (EN). The impenetrable vegetation 

Erica malmesburiensis relocated at Preekstoel.  
Photo. H. Stummer

Members of the FOTH CREW enjoying the veld.  
Photo: K. Loubser.

Aspalathus crewiana from Klipheuwel. Photo. I. Ebrahim.
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around the locality is moribund and the fuel load is 
high, as pine trees have been felled. The site needs 
a burn, but thousands of pine seedlings will proba-
bly appear. The small population of leggy individuals 
were growing over and around rock exposures in a 
dry seep. 

We joined the Darling CREW at Conterberg near 
Mamre in early August and the Swartland CREW at 
Cloovenberg near Riebeek-Kasteel in late September 
for spectacular spring displays and lots of specials. 
Conterberg had burnt in early 2018 and with good 
winter rains, we were botanically richly rewarded.

Our year started on a sad note with the death of 
Stephen Cousins in a car accident, a week after 

the last CREW workshop. He is sorely missed in our 
area as he was the driving force in getting the Swart-
land Municipal reserves officially proclaimed. The 
committee is continuing this project and I hope will 
be successful soon. His enthusiasm for, and his stud-
ies on understanding all the different aspects of, the 
Renosterveld of the Swartland, has helped me to ap-
preciate this amazing veld type even more. 

Our year was another successful one with visits to 
our usual special places around Darling, and then also 
to new areas further afield.

We started with two visits to Burghers Post farm 
near Darling, first to check on their Hessea cin-
namomea (CR) population, and then two weeks later 
a combined visit with the Blaauwberg and FOTH 
groups looking for Oxalis levis (CR). After wading 
through two waterlogged areas we found five plants 
of Oxalis levis. The conservation officer of the farm 

was on site too and will hopefully be able to clear the 
area of alien trees soon. We also found healthy popu-
lations of Babiana villosula (EN) and Lachenalia reflexa 
(VU) in standing water. This was probably the result of 
good rains between the two visits. 

After reading about Phylica greyii along the coast 
in the WCNP, Libbes Loubser and I double-checked 
the plants growing on the calcrete slopes in Yzer-
fontein, which we had previously identified as P. er-
icoides. After a comparison with the specimens at 
the Compton herbarium we were satisfied that these 
were indeed Phylica greyii (EN). These plants will be 
safe if these municipal areas can be declared as of-
ficial reserves by Swartland Municipality and Cape 
Nature.

After an address to the West Coast branch of the 
BotSoc on our CREW activities I was asked by Pippa 
Haarhoff of the Fossil Park to compile a plant list for 
the site, which Ray and I did in July. The Fossil Park has 
undergone a complete revamp and the new facilities 
are amazing. It was wonderful to compile a species 
for the site and hopefully this will be of value to the 
park and help them with management decisions. In 
mid-July we paid a visit to the Driehoekspad reserve 
at Malmesbury to see the result after the fire in Feb-
ruary, which Stephen had arranged. The Babiana 
odorata (EN) were flowering and I encouraged our 
group members to see this sight. 

Report for Darling and West Coast Group
HELENE PRESTON

The Fossil Park has undergone a complete 
revamp and the new facilities are amazing. 

It was wonderful to compile a species list for 
the site and hopefully this will be of value  

to the park and help them with  
management decisions.

Phylica greyii from Yzerfontein. Photo: H. Preston.
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The highlight of my year, because I had not been 
there for 20 years, was the climb up the Contreberg 
near Darling with the FOTH and Blaauberg groups on 
the second of August. The entire western face and top 
ridge had burnt in November 2017, which had cleared 
the very dense growth. The flowers were in full pro-

fusion and this was truly Renosterveld at its best! My 
absolute favorite was finding a couple of large rock 
sheets covered with Conophytum turrigerum (Rare). 
This is only the second site where these plants occur 
in the Darling area. With Hedi there, we were able to 
confirm most of the 180 species found at the end of 
the day. Other highlights were Lampranthus dilutis 
(EN) and Agathosma latipetala (EN) and later in the 
year Pterygodium cruciferum (CR). We have informed 
the new land owner of all the rarities that occur on 
this farm and hopefully he will protect them from 
grazing.

Working with the local BotSoc branch, Elise Claas-
sens of Jacobsbaai and I helped compile a plant list 
for the Cape Columbine Reserve for the Saldanha Bay 
Municipality in mid-August. We visited three different 
sites with different soils and elevations. Some plants 
of interest were Daubenya zeyheri (EN), Romulea bar-
kerae (EN) and lots of Cheiridopsis rostrata (VU) in won-
derful Strandveld. We listed 100 species on the day. 

At the end of August, I was asked to lead three bo-
tanical tours on the farm Kersefontein in the Hope-
field area. During the preliminary trip and the tours 
that were done, Ray and I compiled a plant list for 
the owner. A real special find was Babiana inclinata 
(EN) normally found from Piketberg to Porterville, 
growing on the banks of the Berg River! 

Another highlight was a visit to Moraea loubserii 
(CR) with Elise Claassens, Gigi and some CREW volun-
teers from Cape Town. A few plants were flowering 
at the original site, but we found more on a private 
property within the development. After discussions 
with the owners we have been assured that these are 
safe as no more building will be allowed on this site. 
They are keen to learn about the plants there and we 
will include them on walks this year.

We were also asked to walk an area on the farm 
Alexanderfontein just outside Darling where a 
south-facing slope had been bush-cut in July. Unfor-
tunately, they cut too close to the ground damaging 
the rootstocks of the larger shrubs and even the wild 
olives. I compiled a plant list that included Lapeirousia 
corymbosa (Declining) and all the renosterveld spe-
cials like Babiana rubrocynea (VU) and Aspalathus gla-
brata (CR).

The damaged area in the Renosterveld Reserve, 
which was scraped to make a parking area for Day 
Zero, showed good signs of recovery after the 
rains and weeding by the municipal workers. It was 

Romulea barkerae found at Cape Columbine. Pho-
to: H. Preston.

Volunteers monitoring Moraea loubseri. Photo: H. Preston.
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amazing to see what had survived and was emerging 
after the disturbance. We were happy to see many in-
digenous geophytes come up in spring and it seems 
like the area will recover well. 

Thank you to Ismail and everyone at CREW for all 
your support and encouragement.

Close-up with Conophytum turrigerum. Photo: R. Preston.

All of us in CREW will remember 16 June 2018 with 
immense clarity. That was the day that Stephen 

Cousins tragically passed away after a car accident 
on his way home after the CREW workshop. Stephen 
started Swartland CREW in 2016, and by 2018 we were 
a small bunch of dedicated, enthusiastic volunteers, 
although somewhat lacking in botanical experience 
and knowledge (Stephen excluded).

With Stephen’s passing, we were thrown in at the 
deep end and floundered, but then rescue came 
along in the form of Ismail Ebrahim and Rupert 
Koopman, who met with us and put us onto the right 
path. A bit of a wobbly path, but it’s getting straighter 
now.

One of our first field trips was to Kloovenburg Wine 
and Olive Estate just outside Riebeek Kasteel. A huge 

swathe of pine trees had been removed and a fire-
break made – and what a delight that turned out to 
be! Gladiolus watsonius (NT), Aristea lugens (EN) and 
Geisshoriza imbricata (NT) were some of the special 
species recorded. 

On a follow-up trip on 29 September we were 
joined by FOTH and BCA CREW – another amazing 
flower-filled field trip with one of the highlights being 
Lachenalia thunberghii (Rare).  

In front of the municipal dump on the N7 is a large 
patch of renosterveld, which was burned, and which 
Rupert advised us was worth looking at. It was very 
worthwhile though – and it was great having Rupert 
all to ourselves (Sybil and I).

Our two flagship sites – Driehoekpad and Klipkop-
pie have also yielded some specials. At Klipkoppie we 
found a small population of Moraea amissa (CR). We 
were delighted to be able to show them to Ismail and 
John Manning the following week. And at Driehoek-
pad we found Aspalathus rycroftii (CR), Watsonia dubia 
(EN) and Ixia polystachya var. crassifolia. A new road is 
planned to go through Driehoekpad within the next 
three years, so we will need to make sure that the 
population of Watsonia dubia affected is moved.  

We have identified a small patch of renosterveld 
on municipal land that has not been surveyed, and 
at a casual glance contained many specials such as 
Moraea villosa subsp. villosa (VU), Codonorhiza azurea 
(EN) and Arctopus dregei (NT). These are areas that  
we will work on in the next year and will keep  
monitoring.

Swartland CREW
FIONA HELLMANN

One of our joint trips with FOTH and BCA CREW groups. 
Photo: Andre Venter.
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Petra Broddle of BCA very kindly gave us a crash 
course in iNat and Cape FarmMapper. Many thanks 
Petra! 

On 6 November, we bid a final good-bye to Stephen 
Cousins in a very touching ceremony at Driehoekpad. 
A memorial bench has been erected in Driehoekpad 
Renosterveld Reserve with the permission of the 

Moraea amissa, a very special find in 2018. Photo: Ismail 
Ebrahim.

Stephen Cousins’ memorial bench. Photo: Fiona Hellmann.

Swartland municipality. The base of the bench is de-
signed in the shape of Pauridia capensis, Stephen’s 
most favourite of favourite flowers. The bench is sit-
uated looking over Driehoekpad, with Klipkoppie in 
the distance and the Swartland Winery in the fore-
ground – Stephen’s favourite winery. A wild olive tree 
has been planted at the bench and is being watered 
weekly by members of Stephen’s church.  

Our last field trip for 2018 was to the Bothmaskloof 
part of Kloovenburg. Gigi Laidler brought some en-
thusiastic CREW members with her – unfortunately it 
was a bit too late in the season for spectacular finds, 
but was still rewarding.

It has been a difficult time for Swartland CREW and 
many of Stephen’s friends, colleagues and associ-
ates. Swartland CREW is thankful and deeply appre-
ciative of the support, guidance and friendship by all 
at SANBI, Rupert Koopman, fellow CREW groups and 
in particular, FOTH and BCA, who are always ready to 
join us on field trips and give freely of their expertise 
and knowledge. We are looking forward to more joint 
trips in 2019!

During 2018 we walked and worked a great deal 
with our Fourcade Botanical Group Juniors. We 

wanted to learn from them what they knew about 
our local plants and how they used some of them. It 
was a fascinating exercise and resulted in five of the 
children presenting very interesting talks with a mix 
of their knowledge and what they’ve learnt about 
our threatened plants at the launch of our newly de-
clared nature reserves: the St Francis Links and Kro-
mmensee. After their talks they mingled with the 
invited guests discussing the plants. Finally, accom-
panied by the Sea Vista marimba band, and with the 
guests joining in, they led the singing of ‘Don’t Kill 
the World’.

In 2018 we once again searched for Disa lugens var. 
nigrescens (CR). This time we were armed with the 

Fourcade  
Botanical group

in the drought
CARYL LOGIE
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correct coordinates and we headed to the correct 
farm at the correct time of the year. Together with 
the land owner we combed a large area, but possibly 
because of the severe drought, there were no disas of 
any sort flowering. However, we did find Erica zeyher-
iana (VU) and a field of Cyrtanthus helictus (Data Defi-
cient – Taxonomically Problematic). 

While assisting Wentzel Coetzer of Conservation 
Outcomes with plant identification while he was 
doing the assessment of the farm, Pabala, we came 
across Brunsvigia josephinae (VU), Encephalartos lon-
gifolius and Pelargonium reniforme (both NT). The 

results of the assessment were sent to the Eastern 
Cape Biodiversity Stewardship Review Panel and the 
site has subsequently qualified for Nature Reserve 
status.

Although the Brunsvigia litoralis in our Demo-
graphic Monitoring population produced more 
flowers in 2018 (25 out of a possible 48) than the previ-
ous year it was none the less disappointing when we 
went to record the seed capsules. Nearly all of them 
had been eaten, no doubt by hungry animals doing 
all they could to survive in the crippling drought. 

Towards the end of the year we had a very hot, but 
interesting few days in Moordenaarskloof. We were 
looking for a giant arctotis, but no doubt due to the 
drought we didn’t find any arctotis. On the hot, dry 
slopes there were Haworthiopsis fasciata (NT) and 
H. longiana (EN). There are probably some hybridisa-
tion between the two going on there. In a river bed 
we came across less than ten plants of Amphiglossa 
callunoides (VU) before an angry swarm of bees sent 
us hurrying back!

Fourcade Botanical Group juniors at their presentation. 
Photo: Carol Logie

One of newest nature reserves. Photo: Carol Logie

It was a fascinating exercise and resulted in 
five of the children presenting very interesting 
talks with a mix of their knowledge and what 
they’ve learnt about our threatened plants at 

the launch of our newly declared nature re-
serves: the St Francis Links and Krommensee.
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During 2018 we also recorded the 
following Threatened Species and 
Species of Conservation Concern:  

 z Aspalathus recurvispina (CR)
 z Argyrolobium trifoliatum and 

Brunsvigia littoralis, both EN. 
 z Aloe micracantha and Indigofera  

tomentosa, both NT.
 z Aspalathus argyrophanes, Erica 

zwartbergensis, Aristea nana and 
Centella longifolia, all Rare.

Thanks to a 2017 fire, this year, 2019, 
has started in a mass of colour. Wat-
sonia of all shades of pink have been 
blooming on Honeyville near Humans-
dorp. There are Watsonia knysnana, 
W.  pillansii and W.  fourcadei, which 
is named after one of our botanical 
heroes Henry Georges Fourcade. The 
type specimen was collected by him at 
his property in Witelsbos in the 1920s. Once in a lifetime spread of watsonias. Photo: Carol Logie

The Outramps Southern Cape group’s year was 
dominated by post-burn monitoring in the areas 

decimated by the 2017 Knysna fires. Then in late Oc-
tober 2018, the Outeniquas around George and the 
Langkloof also went up in flames, adding to our fuel- 

load of post-burn monitoring. We returned from 
many a field trip covered in black ash after battling 
through the burnt skeletons of once mature Fynbos.

The Outramps are divided into four groups namely 
the Lowlands Team (LOT), the ‘Somewhere in the 
Middle Team’ (SIM) and the High Altitude Team (HAT). 
We also have Stellenbosch University Team (SUN), 
which comprises young students that are currently 
doing their studies at the university. The groups are 
not cast in stone and frequently overlap each other 
when we do joint trips. Our core function is finding 
and monitoring the rare and threatened plants in the 
Southern and Western Cape. These data are used to 
keep the Red List up to date, and to inform conser-
vationists of areas of conservation concern. We also 
collect specimens for the Southern Cape Herbarium, 
seed for the Millennium Seed Bank, engage with 
municipalities on conservation issues, and are using  

Outramps CREW
DI TURNER

We returned from many a field trip covered in 
black ash after battling through the burnt  

skeletons of once mature Fynbos.

The Outramps group. Photo: Douglas (gardener).
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iNaturalist to document all the plants and some of 
the insects, animals and birds that grow and live in 
the Greater Southern Cape and the area around Stel-
lenbosch.

Great work was done with the Mossel Bay Mu-
nicipality on the Diosma Reserve, spearheaded by 
Sandra. Numerous conservancies were assisted with 
species lists, field trips and identifications. Plant walks 
to publicise our Fynbos were organised and lead by 
Nicky, Sandra, Evie and Marge.

We have chosen to highlight one field trip done by 
each group and to talk briefly about the SUN activi-
ties.

HAT – Convenor: Evie Bowen
Blesberg  

On Tuesday, 4 December, a party consisting of Evie, 
Peter, Werner, Kyle and Dave, headed out to Blesberg 
in the far eastern reaches of the Swartberg, a moun-
tain that Outramps haven’t visited for many years. On 
the 5th we drove up to about 1 800 m a.s.l. and then 
bushwhacked up the ridge to the peak at 2 100 m. The 
mountain burned about 18 months ago, but several 
areas along the ridge were spared by the fire, so we 
got to see some spectacular fynbos. Protea montana 
(VU), Leucadendron dregei (EN), Agathosma zwart-
bergense (VU), Agathosma venusta (range extension 
– previously Uniondale eastwards), Phylica meyeri, 
Phylica tortuosa, Phylica alba, Cyclopia alopecuroides 
(EN), Erica lignosa (Rare) and Gladiolus longicollis were 
the most interesting species we recorded.

SIM – Convenors: Di Turner and Jenny Potgieter
Spioenkop 

We visited Spioenkop in the Ruigtevlei Plantations 
on six occasions in 2018 to do post-burn monitoring 

after the 2017 fires. With the burnt pines all removed, 
walking along the forestry tracks was a pleasure. 
Found for the first time on Spioenkop was Selago 
burchellii (VU), Aspalathus bowieana (EN), Dioscorea 
burchellii (VU), Acmadenia alternifolia (VU), Nemesia 
elata (VU), Oxalis pendulifolia (NT) and Gnidia chryso-
phylla (NT). The most exciting of all was the discov-
ery of a small population of Lobostemon belliformis 
(CR), previously only known from one location about 

200 km west of Spioenkop.

LOT – Convenors: Gail Noot-
enboom and Rusell Bantich
Eseljagt 

Eseljagt looks like a 
non-descript hill in the Lang-
kloof with very little growing 
on it. We had never been 
there before so we organised 
several visits during the year 
over different seasons and it 
proved to be a real treasure 

Diosma aristata count. Photo: Sandra Falanga.

New population of Lobostemon belliformis found.  
Photo: Dave Underwood.
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trove. Found on the property was Pteronia hutchin-
soniana (Rare), Psoralea diturnerae (EN), Brunsvigia 
josephinae (VU), Spatalla barbigera (NT), Serruria fasci-
flora (NT), Lotononis elongata (EN) and a host of other 
interesting plants that were new to us.

SUN – Convenors Brian du Preez and Peter Thompson
Peter was busy climbing many of the highest 

mountains in the Western Cape with Marion, Oliver, 
Chris and Werner. They found and documented many 
threatened species including Serruria kraussii (VU), 
Leucospermum guenzii (EN) around Stellenbosch and 
Leucadendron meyerianum on the Bokkeveld escarp-
ment.

Brian was finding new species around every corner 
and describing them. His list would fill the whole 
newsletter on its own. We are very proud of our 
young members and the wonderful work they are 

doing. Next year Brian will be starting his PHD on In-
digofera and Peter will continue with his Masters on 
Artificial Intelligence, ‘Recognition of Proteas’.

STATS for 2018

iNat observations to date – 41 740 (Nicky 20 000 and 
counting)

Species to date – 11 297

ID’s given to date – 61 688

Field trips 2018 – 140

MSB collections to date – 130 (sterling work done by 
Sally)

2018 Herbarium specimens – 200 (Russell)

The Outramps enthusiasm is still running high, 
despite the onset of old age amongst certain 
members. We are looking forward to a busy and re-
warding 2019.

The vision of the Overberg Renosterveld Con-
servation Trust (ORCT) is to conserve the larg-

est, contiguous remnants of the Western, Central 
and Eastern Rûens Shale Renosterveld ecosystems 
in a series of Conservation Easements (conservation 

servitudes registered on title deeds) in the Overberg 
wheatbelt. This will contribute significantly towards 
ensuring ecosystem resilience and maintaining eco-
system functioning across a severely transformed 
landscape. 

The largest renosterveld fragments may be linked 
across the landscape using the watercourses of the 
wheatbelt. Through watercourse restoration initia-
tives it will be possible to create and conserve cor-
ridors linking Critically Endangered Renosterveld 
remnants, allowing for species dispersal and genetic 
flow. Project such as the Watercourse Restoration 
Project and the Conservation Easement Project, 
funded by the WWF Nedbank Green Trust and Table 
Mountain Fund respectively, have allowed for hun-

Overberg Renosterveld 
Conservation Trust

KEIR LYNCH

The ecological burns are extremely ex-
citing to implement, and we have burnt 

more than 280 hectares of Renosterveld 
across the ORCT area of operation 

during the past two years.
Very rare Moraea melanops found.  
Photo: Ismail Ebrahim.
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dreds of hectares of Renosterveld to be included in 
the conservation network as well as allowing for the 
implementation of management intervention such 
as alien invasive plant control, soil erosion and eco-
logical burns.

The ecological burns are extremely exciting to im-
plement, and we have burnt more than 280 hectares 
of Renosterveld across the ORCT area of operation 
during the past two years. The spring floral surveys 
have been phenomenal for developing botanical 
species lists and monitoring populations of rare and 
threatened species that occur on the various sites. We 
were astounded to discover a population of Moraea 
melanops on a site south of Riviersondered that was 
burnt in March 2018, quite a range extension to the 
east for this threatened species. 

A core focus of the ORCT is to undertake extension 
work with landowners on their farms and it is impor-
tant to acknowledge the passion and involvement of 
the farmers that are the custodians of the Critically 
Endangered Renosterveld ecosystems. Through the 
Conservation Easement Project, we have managed 
to include populations of Moraea comptonii, Moraea 
melanops, Diosma fallax, Babiana purpurea, Drosan-
themum flavum, Aloe brevifolia var. depressa and 
Sparaxis fragans (to name a few) into conservation in 

CREW team joining the ORCT at one of the burnt site 
for post fire spring monitoring. Photo: Gigi Laidler.

perpetuity. One of the most exciting finds of 2018 was 
made by Jannie Groenewald and Keir Lynch when 
travelling back to the Overberg from the Fynbos 
Forum. Jannie spotted an interesting Polhilia and 
the two stopped to investigate. It turns out that the 
species was unknown and will be described as a new 
species by Brian du Preez. 

We are looking forward to seeing what 2019 will 
bring!

CREW Hottentots Holland is made up of a small 
group of regulars joined by interested volunteers 

from time to time. Throughout 2018 we continued to 
monitor veld that burned in January 2017 in the HH 
basin. Early in the year we saw good regrowth of the 
Protea scorzonerifolia (VU) at Lourensford and Verge-
legen. Now that we have seen Otholobium rotundi-
folium (VU) in bloom within weeks after the fire, we 
could recognise patches of its leaves all over a site at 
Vergelegen, with not a flower in sight. 

Seeing Pelargonium asarifolium (VU) in flower for 
the first time on Schapenberg hill in March was a rare 
treat as we have seen only the leaves often on pre-
vious visits. The speckled maroon and cream flowers 
are delicate and easy to miss, but quite beautiful up 
close. 

In May we ventured a bit further afield and joined 
Ismail on an outing to the Steenbras dam area where 

borehole drilling into the deep aquifers had already 
started. We sampled an area to the south of the dam 
not far from a borehole. Here we found the tiny Erica 
multiflexuosa (VU), which is, according to the Red List, 
extremely localised around the Steenbras dam and 
had already lost 50% of its habitat to the construction 
of the dam. Who knows how drilling operations will 
affect it in future.

We visited this area again in July with City of Cape 
Town (CoCT) staff, who measured and marked out 
another drilling site and sampled transects while we 
recorded as many as possible of the plant species 

CREW Hottentots Holland 2018 highlights
CARINA LOCHNER

Seeing Pelargonium asarifolium (VU) in flower 
for the first time on Schapenberg hill in March 

was a rare treat as we have seen only the 
leaves often on previous visits.
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within the designated site. CREW HH will continue to 
assist with this work as well as post-fire follow up after 
the January 2019 fire.

A highlight was visiting Groenlandberg in August 
with Ismail and his team. We first picked up two Cape 

Delicate flowers of Pelargonium asarifolium.  
Photo: Carina Lochner.

The Erica viridimontana search party.  
Photo: Carina Lochner.

Ixia versicolor at Botterblom park. Photo: Carina Lochner.

Nature staff members (who had to keep an eye on us) 
at Nuweberg and then drove up the track to a high 
point where we hoped to find Erica viridimontana 
(DDD). This poorly known erica eluded us, but Protea 
stokoei (EN), on the misty green southern slope, were 
at their peak and a sight not to be forgotten.

I am pleased to report that we are making progress 
with our project to preserve wildflowers in a small 
municipal park in Somerset West where we have 
already documented 11 threatened species – among 
them Ixia versicolor (CR). We have been monitoring 
and recording plants here over a few years and have 
had our ups and downs with keeping the mowers 
and vehicles at bay. Concerned parents from the 
nearby school became involved, first by fencing off 
the park with droppers and tape before a sport event 
to prevent vehicles from parking there, and then re-
questing quotes for putting up a post and rail fence. 
Donations were received after sending out a request 
for funding and after a long process of getting per-
mission to put up the fence it is now going up as I 
am writing. I’d like to thank all of those who put in so 
much effort and money to make it possible! May this 
small victory serve as inspiration for 2019.

The year 2018 primarily focussed on completing 
my M.Sc. Botany degree at Stellenbosch Uni-

versity, although I did not foresee the surprises that 
popped up during the year. Fieldwork was limited for 
most parts of the year due to extensive time being 
taken up by lab work and writing. With the focus of 
my study being Polhillia, my fieldwork was for the 
most part restricted to the lowlands. 

The Overberg produced many special species 
and also included new populations of several Polhil-
lia species. It was, however, an even bigger surprise 
when Jannie Groenewald found a new Polhillia near 
Bonniedale. This species has now been described 
and named in honour of Jannie, although it is Criti-
cally Endangered and known from only four plants. 
Things got even better when I found my own new 
Polhillia species on the northern side of the Lange-
berg in the Vanwyksdorp division. This beautiful 
species is known from a single population consisting 
of 300–400 individuals and will be listed as Vulner-

A ‘FAB’ulous 2018
BRIAN DU PREEZ
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able. From my study, I described a total of four new 
Polhillia species, while also sinking Polhillia canescens 
under Polhillia connata. 

Another highlight was a trip along the Roggeveld 
escarpment following good rains in April. A large 
area on the escarpment burnt in early 2017 creating 
a landscape to be dominated by bulbs and legumes. 
We managed to find at least two potential new Oxalis 
species as well as a potential new Aspalathus and Ar-
gyrolobium species growing in a road verge. Follow 
up trips are planned to collect more material to see 
what other plants can be found. Joining the CREW 
C-team on a field trip to Kamiesberg was yet another 
highlight of 2018. This was my first venture into this 
area and it delivered many interesting legumes, some 
of which are still to be identified. Ismail also sent me 
to the summit of Rooiberg Peak, with the instruction 
to get back quickly. Needless to say, I completed the 
mission in 3.5 hours while managing to find target 
species such as Romulea rupestris, Amphithalea ob-
tusiloba, Agathosma namaquana, Moraea kamiesensis 
and others along the way. 

Other notable trips from 2018 include visiting the 
Sandveld region near Elandsbaai to collect a new 
Aspalathus species and two undescribed Psoralea 
species. I also visited Porcupine Hills NR behind 
Groenlandberg to start a plant species list for the 
reserve. I found several specials including Drosanthe-
mum flavum and Echiostachys ecklonianus. A potential 
new Aspalathus species near Swellendam had been 
brought to my attention in 2017, and after going to 
collect it in Nov 2018, I described it as a new species 
with the manuscript currently under review.

One of the new Polhilla species found, P. fortunata.  
Photo: Brian du Preez.

Potentially new Oxalis species from Roggeveld.  
Photo: Brian du Preez.

Moraea kamiesensis. Photo: Brian du Preez.
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Most of the Pondoland CREW outings took place 
within the Umtamvuna Nature Reserve, desti-

nations determined by flowering or fruiting times, or 
the need to monitor or collect certain species (as well 
as weather conditions!). Observations are recorded 
on each outing and this database has proved to be 
of value to researchers. This year the range was ex-
tended with the discovery of access routes to north-
ern sections of the reserve, areas as yet unexplored 
by this group. The ‘Aerodrome’ grassland flowers pro-
vided breathtaking swathes of colour in December, 
much to the delight of our upcountry visitors. More 
challenging, the ‘Devil’s backbone’, a zigzag path into 
the gorge, was lined with orchids and Streptocarpus 
species in a forest of special trees, such as Maytenus 
abbottii (EN). On the forest margin en-route, we were 
thrilled to find a few small Tephrosia pondoensis (EN), 
confirmed by the presence of a single flower on one 
of them. Unfortunately access to this section of the 
reserve is becoming more difficult with the farmers 
finding it necessary to fence macadamia plantations 
between the road and the reserve.

It was again a productive year for Pondoland CREW, 
with ongoing monitoring of and updating plant lists 
for reserves, such as Mkhambathi, Ntsikeni, Mount 
Currie and Ongeluksnek. Closer to home, Ezemvelo 
KZN Wildlife’s recent acquisition of Fairview near 
Umzumbe necessitated an assessment of plant diver-

sity and rehabilitation potential of the site. Threats 
are posed by cattle grazing, muthi harvesting and 
sand mining. 

Pondoland CREW members assisted in establish-
ing new CREW groups in Kokstad (participating in 
the Bioblitz at the Mount Currie Nature Reserve) and 
in Rhodes (presenting a workshop on collecting and 
pressing specimens). The Kokstad area has a great 
deal of potential – an outing to Nolangeni revealed a 
new subpopulation of the rare Nerine bowdenii subsp 
bowdenii and exploration of a property bordering 
on the Insizwa geological complex provided infor-
mation on new localities for many plants in this un-
der-collected area.

Apart from the purely pleasurable outings, the Pon-
doland CREW group assisted with surveying areas 
threatened by transformation, such as Seaslopes near 

Pondoland CREW Update
KATE AND GRAHAM GRIEVE

...the Pondoland CREW group assisted with 
surveying areas threatened by transforma-

tion, such as Seaslopes near Margate, the site 
of a proposed water pipeline, where the group 

looked for plants of conservation concern for 
rescue before the start of construction.

The CREW team at Mount Currie Nature Reserve, Kokstad. 
Photo: Graham Grieve.

Pachycarpus campanulatus var. sutherlandii.  
Photo: Graham Grieve.
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Mounds of spectacular Euphorbia pulvinata on rocky 
slopes near Kokstad. Photo: Graham Grieve.

Nerine bowdenii subsp bowdenii. Photo: Graham Grieve.

Margate, the site of a proposed water pipeline, where 
the group looked for plants of conservation concern 
for rescue before the start of construction. Ever on the 
lookout for new sites of the highly threatened coastal 
grassland biome, a small property near Ramsgate re-
vealed a plethora of local endemics and species of 
conservation concern, and it has been brought to the 
attention of Ezemvelo in the hope of gaining some 
protection. A visit to a rural area near Bushy Vales was 
not as productive in terms of plants, but equally re-
warding in that the induna was enthusiastic about re-
ceiving input on managing the grassland sustainably.

Regular contact with/requests from students con-
tinue and while sharing our knowledge, we learn 
from them, a very satisfying, mutually beneficial ex-
perience. In addition to the UKZN Honours students’ 
annual trip to Vernon Crookes Nature Reserve, there 

are individual doctoral and post-doctoral researchers 
and a first time visit from Gamalakhe TVET tourism 
students to the Red Desert Nature Reserve.   

To view the activities of Pondoland CREW and 
some of our special plants, visit http://pondoland-
crew.blogspot.com (managed by Graham Grieve). 

The Durban CREW group continued with the plan 
of previous years in which our outings were a 

mix of surveying plant species of conservation con-
cern and visiting sites that the eThekwini municipal-
ity had recently burnt as part of their Working for Fire 
programme. Despite the unusual rainfall pattern with 
reasonable rains in August followed by a long dry 
spell until rain resumed every day or two from De-
cember onwards, we managed to visit 15 sites, some 
of which we shall elaborate on:

Durban CREW 
update

DAVE RAULSTONE & GILL BROWNE

Crestholme Nature Reserve view with Jocelyn, Gill and 
Barry. Photo: Di Higginson-Keith.
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June: we visited Beachwood Mangroves with the 
EKZNW Honorary Officers in search of the swamp 
orchid, Platylepsis glandulosa, without success. 

August: the Endangered Zeuxine africana eluded 
us for yet another year at Bayhead Mangroves. This 
invasive alien plant–infested site needs an eradica-
tion strategy, planned grassland burn, modest main-
tenance of the boardwalk and refuse removal. We did 
however find Bonatea speciosa and Eulophia speciose 
(just starting to bud) as we walked to the bird hide. 

One of my intense pleasures is to walk in 
nature and living in the Highway Area we are 

spoiled for choice, including organised walks in 
some conservancies.

October: Crestview, a fascinating new area for the 
group (except Barry Lang whom we are grateful to) 
where we found Gymnosporia woodii.

November: we went out almost every week visit-
ing the flower-rich Crestholme view site, Msinsi Road 
in Kloof and the delightful Amatikulu Nature Reserve. 
The small grassland at Msinsi Road managed by the 
Kloof Conservancy uncovered Eulophia cucullata and 
Polystachya sandersonii, locally abundant and fairly 
common, respectively, but special to us. Our target 
species for Amatikulu NR was Dierama sertum (NT) 
where we found another small group of plants, apart 
from those we previously recorded. 

December: we visited three sites owned by eThek-
wini Municipality to form a link with the adjoining 
Pinetown Open Space and found five orchid species. 

February: we found that Tephrosia inandensis had 
been very successfully re-established at Roosfontein 
Nature Reserve by the eThekwini staff. The plants 
were flourishing in full sun as the area was now 
cleared from the encroaching trees. 

Crestholme: A personal Sundowner Spot now a CREW 
Hot-spot! Photos: Di Higginson-Keith.
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Gill Browne is a new and committed recruit in the 
Durban CREW group. Her experience and motivation 
expressed below makes heartening reading:

Walking in our eThekwini Grasslands: be-
fore and after discovering CREW
Before CREW:
One of my intense pleasures is to walk in 
nature and living in the Highway Area 
we are spoiled for choice, including or-
ganised walks in some conservancies. So 
there is ample opportunity to smell the 
breeze, scan the horizon, listen to a bird 
or two, allow a fascinating bug to catch 
your eye, examine a flower at close quar-
ters, take a photo or two to check in Pool-
ey when home (or not!) and return home 
refreshed, feeling personally rewarded.

So WHY join a CREW group?
Selfishly it seemed to resolve the ques-
tions of WHO to walk with; WHERE and 
WHEN to go, and WHAT to look for so I 
went on my first CREW outing, October 
2017 to Uitkomst North Conservation 
Area and I was hooked.  

How lucky is it to walk alongside enthu-
siasts who may be experts, but go on 
looking and learning and helping others 
to do the same. Alongside the personal 
enjoyment of flowers, the CREW members 
opened up the much wider and broader 
context of conservation of our fast dwin-
dling grasslands and the role of recording 
for the national database. Attending the 
Summer Rainfall Workshop in April 2018 
and the introduction to the iNaturalist 
site consolidated this broader CREW per-
spective. Every CREW outing is personally 
rewarding.

So the personal becomes political. An all-
round win-win situation!

In 2018 we made seven official CREW outings and 
many other informal visits to a number of other 

sites. We have really enjoyed the attendance of our 
outings, which have included a number really enthu-
siastic students besides the many regular volunteers. 

Our first outing was to Middelrus (near Mooi River) 
were we found an out-of-range single plant of Disa 
zuluensis (EN). At the same site I photographed some-
thing that has recently been described as Stenostelma 
urceolatum (Apocynaceae) (status unknown).

We returned to Noodsberg at a different time of 
year (April) to add more plants to the species list for 
the area and also to confirm and collect a suspected 
sighting of the Vulnerable target species Macroty-
loma coddii (Fabaceae). We found a healthy popula-
tion in the sandy rock pockets near the sandstone 
cliffs.

We returned to the Umgeni Vlei to catch the target 
species, Stachys rivularis (DD), in flower because we 
were too late for the flowers the previous year.

In April we visited a site at Boschberg near Impen-
dle to find Cineraria glandulosa (VU). In spite of all the 

Midlands CREW 
report back

ALISON YOUNG

Midlands CREWites at Muden in November.  
Photo: Alison Young.
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invasives in the area, some plants were found in the 
original described habitat on steep stream banks.  

We revisited an old site of a Gerbera aurantiaca (VU) 
population near Richmond in November. The land 

Ledebouria ovatifolia subsp scabrida. 
Photo: Alison Young.

Stenostelma urceolatum. Photo: 
Alison Young.

has been leased to the local chief who allows cattle 
on the land. The owners have protected the area with 
a fence to stop the cattle the grazing plants.   

Also in November we went via Middelrus to Muden 
to check on the population of Ledebouria ovatifolia 
subsp. scabrida (VU). The Muden population has been 
destroyed because the land has been ploughed up 
for cultivation. However we found a new population 
on a steep cutting that was protected from grazers. 
At that same site we inadvertently found another 
target species, Aloe dominella (NT), which grows in 
large clumps and is so distinctive even when there 
are no flowers. 

On the same outing we saw what we think was Ge-
ranium ornithopodioides (EN), but which needs con-
firmation because no specimen was collected. We 
then took the opportunity to investigate some Aloe 
neilcrouchii (EN) on the roadside outside Greytown. 
We were able to see why this plant has been given 
its own species name because it is noticeably bigger 
than Aloe boylei and A. ecklonis, which we often see in 
mistbelt grasslands. 

Our final outing for 2018 we joined the A-team to 
find Streptocarpus floribundus (VU) (see page 5).

For quality, 2018 was hard to beat. Thank you to all 
the volunteers for your time, sharp observations and 
enthusiasm. 

At the planning meeting held in September, an 
ambitious programme was drawn up, which in-

cluded a number of day outings and two overnight 
trips to caves in the area. A list of eighteen rare spe-
cies were targeted. Our group, although small in 
numbers, was raring to go, especially as we had not 
had a very successful season the previous year.

Our first trip in October to Lotheni to find Cyrtan-
thus falcatus (Rare), produced hundreds of plants, 
but no flowers. We were about three weeks too late.  
We now know where they are and there is always 
next year.

ANSELL MATCHER

Underberg  
CREW Diary
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We were fortunate to be able to join Graham and 
Kate Grieve on a trip to the Ixopo area to see the En-
dangered Satyrium rhodanthum. The photo does not 
do justice to what a striking orchid this is.

In late October we assisted the University of Kwa-
Zulu-Natal in a Bioblitz on the farm Constantia, which 
is near St Bernard’s Peak Lodge. It was an enjoyable 
day and I hope our small contribution helped.

An outing, in early November, by the local hiking 
club to Impendle Nature Reserve, soon changed into 
a hunt for flowers for some of the party. This was a 
memorable day, producing many interesting flowers 
including the Critically Endangered Asclepias con-
cinna, which can be seen in the photo.

The day trip to Garden Castle, in mid-November, to 
look for Trachyandra smalliana and Senecio mauricei, 
both listed as Endangered, was very successful and 
as a bonus we also found Berkheya pannosa (Rare). 
Three in one morning was too good to be true as we 
later discovered that what we thought was T. smalli-
ana, was in fact Ornithogalum graminifolium.

The lack of rain during November, December and 
January has had a huge impact on the quality and 
quantity of flowers here in the southern Drakensberg. 
This, together with a few other problems, has forced 
us to cancel the two overnight trips to caves in the 
area. This did not stop the group from carrying out 
visits to monitor the flowers on the Wild Dog Estate 
or the population of the Rare Disa tysonii at Garden 
Castle. This year only a single D. tysonii was found. 

The season so far has been quite successful with 
half a dozen Rare species found. The rest of the 
season may still produce some late flowering plants, 
especially as we are now getting very good late 
season rains.

Asclepias concinna. Photo: Ansell Matcher.

Satyrium rhodanthum. Photo: Ansell Matcher.
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When I look out from my stoep, there are still so 
many farms, hills, valleys and the wetlands to 

explore in Wakkerstroom! 

It has been a tough year with tremendous fires, low 
rainfall and four unexpected late frosts, which not 
even the aloes could withstand (nor my poor tomato 
plants). But with a little bit of rain all is forgiven and 
we all try again. 

In September we revisited Martin’s Dam with 
the grandsons, and Goudhoek Farm with the Bird-
Club in November. There were fields full of crinums 
in Wakkerstroom, and in December a lovely flush of 
about 40 Eulophia ovalis var. ovalis, Agapanthus sp. 
and Haemanthus montanus up Jantjieshoek. We were 
also invited to join a Bioblitz with Richard ‘The Lion 
Heart Experience’ at the back of Tafelkop to look for 
the rare Wakkerstroom Widow and Wakkerstroom 
Copper butterflies, and the Mountain Malachite 
dragonfly. There we also found a new location for 
Lotononis amajubica and Dierama pictum. In January 
we joined the CREW A-team, in search of the Holotrix 
majubensis on Amajuba Mountain, but came home 
unsuccessful, and visited Northill in Wakkerstroom 

the next morning. A quick revisit to Balele Mountain 
Lodge, with its beautiful views, was also squeezed 
into the last weekend in January. We have had two in-
teresting visits to Madaka Game Farm in Vryheid, but 
I will save that news for later.

We have sent our plant specimens off to Barbara 
Turpin (thank you in advance!) and eagerly await 
identifications from the Buffelskloof Herbarium.

Our group comprises three active members and 
sadly I have been out of action, plagued by injuries 
most of the year. Trying to spot flowers from the car 
have loads of disadvantages, but there is always a 
way of getting around obstacles. I was never really 
keen on orchids, but I have become good at spotting 
them from the roadside. Then there is Mike, whom I 
can always bribe with birdwatching, to go and take 
photos for me of all the veldflowers he can find. My 
biggest challenge is still in getting others to help 
write up the paperwork and help with identification. 
Yes there is iNaturalist, but you need a constant inter-
net connection for that to work too (our connection 
and power was lost three times while writing this!)

Last weekend I spotted the first Nerine platypet-
ala flowering in a new location in Groenvlei. I hope 
that we are going to have another bumper season of 
nerines in Wakkerstroom, so please do come and visit 
and share your knowledge with us.

JENNY MAXTED

WAKKERSTROOM 
CREW

It has been a tough year with tremendous fires, 
low rainfall and four unexpected late frosts, 
which not even the aloes could withstand...

Eulophia ovalis var. ovalis in flower.  
Photo: Jenny Maxted. 

Lotononis amajubica. Photo: Jenny Maxted.
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The Gauteng CREW group had a productive year, 
undertaking outings to all corners of the prov-

ince and across a range of habitats. We started off the 
2018 field season by searching for Brachycorythis con-
ica subsp. transvaalensis in the Suikerbosrand Nature 
Reserve near Heidelberg in February, in the hopes 
of confirming an additional locality for this Critically 
Endangered orchid species within the province. This 
species was historically recorded from the reserve 
during scheduled transect monitoring and from the 
data available, we identified the area in the reserve 
where the species was most likely to have been 
found. Although the team was not able to relocate 
the species during this outing, our search revealed a 
wealth of other grassland flowering species. 

Outside of the Suikerbosrand Nature Reserve, we 
did a quick search for Lithops lesliei subsp. lesliei (NT) 
within an area where it was previously known to 
occur abundantly. The species is at risk from ongoing 
harvesting for the medicinal plant trade, and we were 

unfortunately only able to locate a handful of individ-
uals. We continued our search for L. lesliei subsp. lesliei 
in the Carltonville area during April where our total 
count revealed only 15 individuals from two sites, 
also within an area where historical records indicate 
a much higher number of plants. During the winter 
months, when the group typically targets succulent 
species, and we assessed portions of the Witwaters-
berg and Magaliesberg for Adromischus umbrati-
cola subsp. umbraticola (NT) and Aloe peglerae (CR). 
This distinctive, range-restricted aloe species is also 
targeted by collectors, for the horticultural trade in 
particular, and as a result its conservation status has 
recently been upgraded from Endangered to Crit-

News from the Gauteng CREW Group
MICHELLE PRETORIUS

The orchid species of Gauteng never fail to 
excite our local plant enthusiasts, and our 

March outing to Irene revealed several of our 
most beautiful terrestrial orchids...

Gauteng CREW members searching for threatened 
orchids at Suikerbosrand. Photo: Michelle Pretorius. Nerine gracilis (VU). Photo: Michelle Pretorius.
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ically Endangered, highlighting the importance of 
conserving the species and its habitat. Our surveys 
yielded a good count of both mature and young in-
dividuals. Other outings during the winter months in-
cluded successful searches for Delosperma purpureum 
(EN), known from only four locations in the south of 
Johannesburg and Delosperma leendertziae (NT), also 
in the Magaliesberg area.

In late February we visited the Devon area on along 
the eastern border of the province, an area with ex-
ceptional botanical richness, where we collected data 
on Kniphofia typhoides (NT) and Nerine gracilis (VU), 
while in May we searched for Xerophyta adendorffii 
(VU) west of Pretoria and although not flowering at 
the time, we located two populations and enjoyed a 
walk within a pristine natural area with magnificent 
views.   

The orchid species of Gauteng never fail to excite 
our local plant enthusiasts, and our March outing to 
Irene revealed several of our most beautiful terres-
trial orchids, namely Habenaria kraentzliniana (NT), 
Habenaria mossii (EN) and Habenaria falcicornis subsp. 
caffra (LC). Other threatened species recorded during 
this field trip were Cleome conrathii (NT) and the fern 
species known only from the Gauteng and Limpopo 

provinces, Cheilanthes deltoidea subsp. silicola (VU). 
We also undertook an intensive search for new local-
ities of the easily overlooked orchid species Holothrix 
randii (NT) during September. 

During November we continued our 2017 mapping 
of further localities of Argyrolobium megarrhizum 
(NT) in the Bronkhorstspruit area, this time plan-
ning our outing to coincide with the flowering time 
of the species, which rewarded us with its brilliant 
yellow displays. An exciting find during this outing, 
as result of getting slightly lost, was a healthy pop-
ulation of Gladiolus pardalinus (Rare), just outside of 
the Gauteng border. In addition to our other planned 
2019 outings, we are preparing to revisit this locality 
to undertake a detailed population count and also to 
determine whether the population may extend into 
the Gauteng Province, to possibly add this species to 
the Gauteng Red List. 

Lithops lesliei subsp lesliei (NT).  
Photo: Michelle Pretorius.

Habenaria kraentzliniana (NT). Photo: Michelle Pretorius.
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It was an interesting field season and the strategy 
to target areas of botanical interest – both explored 

and unexplored – combined with looking for spe-
cific taxa brought results and unexpected surprises. 
We record all the flora of the specific areas and these 
are shared with landowners, PSG’ers and the relevant 
conservation authorities. 

March 2018: We visited the Daspoort farm located 
in the high-lying granite grasslands of the Lochiel/
Warburton area. We were looking for the narrow 
endemic, Streptocarpus occultis, which sadly eluded 
us. However the botany was still very interesting 
and we recorded 180 species. Some of the high-
lights included Berkheya milleriana (first specimen 
for Mpumalanga – previously recorded from Swazi-
land), Rhynchosia pauciflora (very narrow grassland 
endemic) and Isoetes transvaalensis (aquatic fern).

April 2018: We visited the Kaapmuiden area to 
survey Aloe rouxii. It was a weekend outing that was 
well attended by volunteers from as far afield as 
Gauteng.

May 2018: We concluded the 2017–2018 field 
season with the first of our bi-annual Flora workshop 
weekends at Buffelskloof Herbarium close to Lyden-
burg. The aim is to share information about the flora 
of the province. The talks included the family Canel-
laceae, the brambles of Mpumalanga, biocontrol of 
alien and invasive plants in Mpumalanga, the orchids 
of Verloren Vallei Nature Reserve and the Mpuma-
langa Conservation Act. The practical session was 
about botanical photography. 

July 2018: Tony Rebelo presented an Introduction 
to iNaturalist workshop for PSG’ers and people from 
conservation organisations resulting in an increase of 
Mpumalanga contributions to this innovative online 
platform.

October 2018: We started the 2018–2019 field 
season with the second of our biannual Flora work-
shop weekends at Buffelskloof Herbarium. The sub-
jects covered ranged from the identification of the 
genus Pavetta, Combretum and Viscum in Mpuma-
langa, genebanks on the Lowveld National Botanical 

Garden, and photographing Lasiosiphon with the aim 
to identify plants. The practical session included the 
search and identification of Pavetta and Combretum 
that occur on the Buffelskloof Nature Reserve.

November 2018: Exploration commenced with an 
outing to Loskop Dam Nature Reserve. This was well 
attended. Apart from adding several species to the 
existing plant list of the reserve we found Adromischus 
umbraticola subsp. ramosus (DD). Our second outing 
was a weekend at Ngodwana Kloof, an unexplored 
area close to Kaapsehoop. The botany was a bit more 
exciting on the plateau and one of the highlights was 
a very small and distinctive geophyte, Schizocarphus 
gerrardii, which had once been recognised as a valid 
taxon before being consumed within Schizocarphus 
nervosus. Neil Crouch confirmed the identification 
of this forgotten taxon for us. While Schizocarphus 
gerrardii grew in shallow pockets of humus and soil 
on top of large rocky areas, interestingly, just a few 
meters away, grew the typical Schizocarphus nervo-
sus, which looked nothing like it.

January 2019: CREWites from Limpopo and 
Gauteng groups joined the PSG’ers on this day outing 
to Mokubulaan Nature Reserve, located along the 
summit of the Long Tom Pass mountain range. The 
search was on and we were delighted that we found 
some of our target species, especially the Endan-
gered Disa clavicornis (that Tilla Raimondo spotted 
and which is now only known from five localities) and 
Huperzia saururus (second record for Mpumalanga 

Highlights from the  

Mpumalanga Plant Specialist Group
DELIA OOSTHUIZEN & MERVYN LÖTTER

The botany was a bit more exciting on the 
plateau and one of the highlights was a very 

small and distinctive geophyte, Schizocarphus 
gerrardii, which had once been recognised as 

a valid taxon before being consumed within 
Schizocarphus nervosus. 

Huperzia saururus at Makobulaan. Photo: M. Lötter.
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of this high-altitude specialist known from scattered 
mountain summits across southern Africa).

Last year saw the publication of the landmark 
work on the Trees & Shrubs of Mozambique by PSG 
members John Burrows, Mervyn Lötter, Sandie 
Burrows and Ernst Schmidt. Having taken 14 years to 
research and produce, this lavishly illustrated book 

Surveying during Mokubulaan fieldtrip.  
Photo: D. Oosthuizen.

Isoetes transvaalensis at Daspoort. 
Photo: M. Lötter.

covers almost 1 800 species and weighs in at nearly 
4 kg. It is available online from the publisher Publish-
ing Print Matters (Pty) Ltd (http://www.printmatters.
co.za/heritage/books/170/Trees+and+Shrubs+Mo-
zambique/) at R1 349.00, including PostNet delivery 
within South Africa. It is also available from the larger 
Exclusive Books and some of the larger independent 
bookshops.

Our collecting season in Limpopo started with a 
dismally dry iNaturalist course in the Polokwane 

Nature Reserve. The course, presented by Tony Re-
belo, introduced some of our younger members to 
the plant world through the use of their phones and 
computers. September is one of the driest months 
of the year in Limpopo and our walk through the 
reserve emphasised this fact, with very few flowers 
available for testing our new found iNat skills. Some 
photos were taken nevertheless, and those members 
of the group who work as field guides were excited 
to be able to add this skill to their repertoire of con-
servation tools.

In contrast to the dry veld in September, Novem-
ber saw the CREW Limpopo group teaming up with 
Pretoria and Buffelskloof parties to twist their way 

through the Sekhukhune mountains of Leolo on an 
extremely wet November weekend. Major thunder-
showers were predicted for the weekend and so it 
was with trepidation that we set off into the wilder-
ness in a combi and on a road best suited to 4×4 
bakkies. We were overloaded with water rations for 
our bush-camp, which was a remote clearing over-
looking the escarpment, but these was proved 
mostly superfluous considering the amount of water 
that was dumped on our tents that weekend! 

The flowers, the views, the friendliness of the Leolo 
residents all made it worthwhile and we were re-
warded with a suit of plants including Zantedeschia 
jucunda, Zantedeshchia rehmannii, Brachystelma 
oianthum, Streptocarpus dunnii, Elaeodendron trans-
vaalense, Salvia dolomitica and Pachycarpus concolor 

CREW Limpopo Node 2018–2019
BRONWYN EGAN
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subsp. transvaalensis. A minute and as yet unkown 
Eucomis enchanted us and we will be back to get a 
specimen as this one was only in bud and there was 
only one plant. Photos have been taken and sent to 
experts and we await some interesting information.

This was our third visit to Leolo and the first time 
we managed to get the timing synchronised with the 
rainy season. We hope to follow up in a few weeks’ 
time to catch the March/April flowers, which, with all 
the rain, are sure to offer us some splendid surprises.

The Wolkberg is another treasure trove of specials. 
Due to the remote nature of the mountains and the 
terrible condition of the only road into the area, we 
do not often make it into the heart of this wilderness 
area. It is becoming imperative to document the bi-
odiversity of this nature reserve because each year 
sees more and more tourists illegally driving un-

guided into the delicate grassland systems and the 
mountains are also becoming the target for uncon-
trolled medicinal plant collectors. This December trip 
was marked by a special confirmation of the healthy 
Aloe thompsoniae population, as well as a second 
sighting of a potentially new Ledebouria species and a 
mysterious Xerophyta, the species of which we are still 
unsure. Again, the good rains that fell just before the 

We were overloaded with water rations for our 
bush-camp, which was a remote clearing over-
looking the escarpment, but these was proved 

mostly superfluous considering the amount 
of water that was dumped on our tents that 

weekend!

Zantedeschia jucunda (VU). Photo: Bronwyn Egan.

Aloe thompsoniae (Rare). Photo: Bronwyn Egan.

The group at Leolo Mountains. Photo: Bronwyn Egan.
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trip resulted in spectacular flowers, which, although 
not CREW specials, were rewarding and beautiful. 

Our latest trip marked a re-visit to a small rocky 
grassland in the foothills of the Wolkberg near Be-
waarkloof where we hoped to confirm the presence of 
the Endangered Pearsonia callistoma and the elusive 
Leobordea pariflora. Sylvie Kohne spotted these two 
plants on a previous visit some years back, but spec-
imens were not collected at that time as she was not 
aware of their significance until she checked photos 
some time later. The Pearsonia was nowhere to be 
found and we will have to visit again in some weeks’ 
time, however an intriguing mat-forming member of 

the Fabaceae was spotted on a rocky knoll. This non-
descript creeping plant was not flowering and we 
will need to revisit the spot to catch it red-handedly 
blooming and coax an identification from the plant 
using its flowers.

CREW members took part in two meetings, which, 
although not as exciting as field work, were impor-
tant in terms of giving input to the Mopane Spatial 
Development Plan and the bioregional planning 
process for Limpopo. 

As ever, there are many reasons to get into the field 
again as soon as possible.

When I joined CREW at the end of 2014, my 
knowledge of birds far exceeded my familiar-

ity with plants. My botanical knowledge was scant by 
comparison and while I could identify many familiar 
Peninsula plants to genus level, being able to identify 
to species level and my comprehension of plant fam-
ilies was very shaky. At that time, my prime means of 
trying to overcome my shortcomings and strengthen 
my botanical expertise was through iSpot, which 
proved a very useful means of expanding my overall 
biodiversity knowledge.  

During 2017 major problems arose with using iSpot 
for acquiring data for CREW site sheets and after 
much deliberation it was decided to migrate to iNatu-
ralist as the preferred platform for Biodiversity Virtual 
Museum data recording. iNaturalist (iNat) also has the 
added advantage of allowing users to download data 
directly without the need to request the data from 
the website managers.

As coordinator for CREW volunteers on the Penin-
sula, I found that many of the volunteers joining me 
on my field trips shared my inexperience with iden-
tifying plants, which posed a serious challenge for 
compiling our species lists for the site forms from our 
field trips, and I had to pray that I would have at least 
one knowledgeable ‘list maker’ in my group on every 
field trip to help me.

I therefore turned to using my camera and posting 
observations on iSpot, and currently iNat, to provide 

more comprehensive and reliable species lists. iNat 
has proven an invaluable tool for recording what 
we find in the field, and also to serve as a reference 
tool for visual cues of plants seen, so that they can 
be recognised on return trips and other outings on 
the Peninsula. Furthermore, it very often happens 
that an apparently insignificant plant that was pho-
tographed turns out to be a plant of interest when it 
is eventually identified on iNaturalist. Such a record 
would have been missed if we relied entirely on visual 
identifications of species.

In developing my model for using iNat as a comple-
ment for listing plants seen on CREW field trips, here 
are a couple of pointers:

 z Everyone must be encouraged to take good, 
clear photos that not only depict the ‘pretty 
picture’ aspect of the flower, but that ensures 
that details of the leaves, the back of the flow-
ers, the stems and the habit are recorded as 
well, and also including some indicator of 
size. One can always add an additional pic-
ture of the flower with a thumb or finger as 
a reference for relative size. Anything needed 
to make identification easier, and there are 
many flowers that look similar and can only 
be distinguished by looking at details of the 
back of the flower, or leaves, or the bulbs in 
geophytes. Features such as hairiness or ab-
sence of hairs are often important features for 
making an ID.

Using iNaturalist as a new model for recording 
species for CREW field trips
GIGI LAIDLER
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 z It is essential that every member on the field 
trip who photographs plants uses a pre-
scribed tag when uploading their observa-
tions from a field trip to iNat, using the format 
of ‘CREW Group YYMMDD Place’. 

 z Observations should be uploaded as soon as 
possible so that identifications can be made 
and confirmed, which facilitates loading the 
site data into the CREW database.

 z Habitat shots are also useful for recording 
some information for the site forms.

 z All participants on a field trip should be en-
couraged to use the tag for a particular field 
trip to go back to iNat and to look at the plants 
that were seen in order to become more fa-

Cape Town will be taking part in the City Nature 
Challenge 2019. This is the first time an African 

city is taking part and we want to do ourselves proud.

To win we need 50 000 observations (i.e. 15 000 ob-
servations per day!) of 3 200 species (easily doable in 
spring, but it is April!) and 1 500 observers. So we need 
to be realistic and focus on what we can achieve. We 
certainly can aim for the species numbers (the city list 
has 3  900 plant species). And we can certainly con-
sider this a recruitment opportunity and an occasion 
to run lots of Bioblitzes in our nature reserves and 
conservation-worthy remnants.

To feature in the Top 10 (figures for 2018 – presum-
ably it will be slightly harder this year) we only need 
20 000 observations (i.e. 5 000 per day), 2 000 species 
and 700 observers. All this has to be done on the four 
days from 26 to 29 April – Friday to Monday inclusive, 
within the municipal area. Remember that species in-

miliar with the species of an area and build 
their plant ID skills.

New protocols have been developed for recording 
site information, which can be obtained from CREW 
staff, for uploading site sheets automatically to iN-
aturalist. This will be available to volunteers who are 
keen to use the system. 

I have found that iNat is a powerful tool both for 
recording species, and to improve my knowledge of 
plants and I encourage everyone to become familiar 
with this website.

Contribute to Science by posting observations from 
nature around you:

https://www.inaturalist.org/ – Nature at your finger-
tips

Calling all Cape Town CREW
(and anyone who will be near Cape Town between 26 and 29 April)

cludes birds, mammals, insects and all those things, 
not only plants, and also fungi. Although emphasis 
is on wild records, we can certainly record the domi-
nants in our city urban parks and open spaces. 

The city is fully behind this project. The City of Cape 
Town Biodiversity Branch plans to open reserves to 
the public who wish to participate in bioblitzes (and 
to grant staff participating out of hours with time 
in lieu). They are even contemplating prizes for the 
best contributors to their reserve lists. This is where 
CREW comes in (beware the sting, but that comes in 
the tail). As custodians of our flora, we would like you 
to help out in the reserves: organising the bioblitzes, 
encouraging our young citizen scientists, ensuring 
that as many as possible species in your reserves get  
recorded, and helping out with anyone with prob-
lems. For four days it will be pandemonium: we need 
those numbers!
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We will be encouraging the use of the smartphone 
app, but of course you can do it the old fashioned 
way too. All observations must be posted on iNatu-
ralist. Please sign up and get some practice in.

If you want more details, please join the project 
here: https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/city-na-
ture-challenge-2019-cape-town We will be putting 
resources, media updates and instructions in its 
journal pages. During the competition, you will be 
able to see how we are progressing and faring.

It will be fun, exciting and daring. We have to put 
Cape Town on the biodiversity map. We have to be 
among the top: we cannot fail our wild flowers (even 
if they are in their autumn slumbers)!

If you have any ideas of involving schools or other 
groups, please contact me as soon as possible at 
t.rebelo@sanbi.org.za. Please try and involve those 
around your nature reserves and get them there and 
active.

Oh. The sting. Yes. Remember that 26 to 29 April 
is for getting all the data: observing, recording and 
uploading. The catch is then that we need to do the 
identifications. There will not be time during the bio-
blitzes to bother with what the species are. But don’t 
worry. Just when you are tired of all the observing, 
we will organise some identification parties. These 
have to be completed by 6 May if the species are to 
count to the species totals. You don’t have come to 
the parties: the identification tool will arrange and 
manage the curation – all you have to do is select 
your favourite family or tribe and start identifying. 
But if you want to tackle the IDs in groups and par-
ticipate in the fun and watch the species tally climb, 
then you are most welcome to join in these around 
the city. If all you can do is get to family, your identifi-
cation will still be invaluable, allowing the specialists 
to focus on their groups.

And the sting in the sting? All CREW members 
countrywide can help with the identifications. Come 
on – let us rally behind Cape Town and get all those 
IDs done. From 26 April to 5 May, inclusive, you can 
help us identify our biodiversity. To aid us – a full list 
of plants can be found at https://www.inaturalist.
org/check_lists/63740-City-of-Cape-Town-Check-
List – just click plants. The ID tool is at https://
www.inaturalist.org/observations/identify?qual-
ity_grade=needs_id%2Ccasual&place_id=52355&d
1=2019%2F4%2F26&d2=2019%2F4%2F30 – just add 
your taxon name, or if done, consider a higher rank. 
To start the tool, click the first observation to open it 

and use the > key to go to the next after making an 
ID, agreeing, commenting or skipping.

We are really looking forward to this! Come and join 
in the fun!

The City Nature Challenge is organised by the 
Natural History Museum of Los Angeles county and 
the California Academy of Sciences, and run on iNat-
uralist.

We all belong to a human community. A system 
of people with whom we share our environ-

ment, our resources, our gossip and secrets. Likewise, 
each plant species in a geographic region belongs to 
a larger community of different species of plants that 
are co-dependent on one another for survival. They 
share soil nutrients, space, water and whisper chemi-
cal messages to one another.

In South Africa, like in other parts of the world, 
we call our groups of plant communities’ vegeta-
tion types. These vegetation types are composed of 
many different communities, which are in turn com-
posed of many species of plants with many different 
structures and forms. Some vegetation types can be 
more diverse than others. There are many parallels 

The VEGMAP Project  

and those pesky CREW forms:  
another reason to fill them in!

ANISHA DAYARAM

Map of the 459 different kinds of vegetation in South 
Africa. Each colour represents a different suite of plant 
communities. We truly are a rainbow nation!
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between species diversity and the diversity of vege-
tation types within biomes. Fynbos occupies a third 
of the area of Nama Karoo and has higher species 
diversity and endemism. Likewise, Fynbos has 122 
vegetation types while the Nama Karoo has only 
13. There are other similarities between species and 
vegetation types too, including the data we collect 
for their conservation. Similar to the process of col-
lecting data for a single species, we also map where 
vegetation types used to be, calculate the remaining 
extent, describe the species that they contain, and 
use this data to provide recommendations for better 
management. 

South Africa has a long history of mapping veg-
etation, mainly for agricultural purposes. But in the 
early 2000s SANBI created the VEGMAP Project to 
produce the first countrywide map of South Africa’s 
plant biodiversity and the first National Vegetation 
Map (http://bgis.sanbi.org/vegmap) was published 
in 2006. Since then the map has been updated and 
improved and has been used as foundational infor-
mation in national and provincial conservation plans. 
It also formed the basis of our first National List of 
Threatened Ecosystems, similar to a red list of species. 

So where do you fit into this process? As former 
CREW members ourselves, we have an apprecia-
tion for the valuable work that you all do. Our team 
is small and often doesn’t get the opportunity to ad-
venture through as much of South Africa as we would 
like. Therefore, we don’t have the opportunity to fill 

the descriptions of each vegetation type with com-
prehensive species lists. Fynbos occupies just a third 
of the area of Nama Karoo and has higher species di-
versity and endemism. We need your help with these 
two big gaps in our data. Here’s how you may assist:

1. Add species lists to each vegetation 
type: All we need is a locality and the 
name of the species from your CREW 
form. It is therefore important that you 

VEGMAPhoto (s Afr) on iNaturalist was created in 2018 to 
help us build a catalogue of the vegetation types using 

photographs of the landscape.
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complete this data as you can contrib-
ute to two large national programmes 
in one go! We can use the locality to 
link the species to its respective vege-
tation types electronically. If you would 
like to know which vegetation type 
you are in while field tripping, down-
load the app version here: http://bgis.
sanbi.org/Document/Download/2077. 

2. Upload photographs of the landscape 
onto our Project page on iNaturalist: 
We would love you to take landscape 
photographs of the communities you 
pass through while looking for those 
special species on CREW trips. These are 
simple landscape shots that give us an 
idea of the general structure and den-
sity of the community around you. For 
more instructions and to upload your 
picture follow this link https://www.inat-
uralist.org/projects/vegmaphoto-s-afr.

I hope that I have convinced you to add a few excit-
ing additions while on your trips to help us strengthen 
our knowledge of South Africa’s unique and diverse 
vegetation types. Still not convinced to assist us with 
the data we cannot find? Perhaps a request in rhyme 
will change your mind.

This is the tale 
Of how it can be 
That your individual flower hunts 
Can help protect a whole community

You search high and low 
Actually, you mostly search low and lower 
With your bum as high as it can go 
And your camera strapped over your shoulder

Looking for a plant now red listed 
Last found in 1868 
Because you never give up 
Because it’s never too late

You count its brothers and sisters 
But always its immediate family 
And you record their positions 
And iNat some of your photography

As you read the comments and messages 
And your temper gets warm 
You pause your floral fetishes 
To fill in a CREW form

All this is wonderful 
And very important to the botanical insider 
But just as no man is an island 
No flower is either

As you know, each flower isn’t alone 
They hold feet and hands 
With plants next to which they have grown 
In dense or scattered stands

Our rage is filled! 
When special plants are over-pilfered by those  
who snatch 
But more often they build build build 
Over the whole community in a patch

So as we name individuals or families of plants 
Before deciding which to protect the mostest 
Which are the can collects, which are the cant’s? 
So too we name plant communities that live closest 
We name them and map them 
Constrain them and bootstrap them

Till we define over 400 different groups 
Drawn with over 400 irregular loops 
Over 400 names nested inside our borders 
To protect from destructive marauders

You can contribute with your CREW information 
To make VEGMAP species lists more robust, 
Or take landscape photos of each type of vegetation 
With your poor backs straight, or your bum in the air  
if you must.
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We’ve all wanted to hop into a time machine to 
see what the environment looked like in the 

past. Well, historical landscape photographs ena-
ble you to do just that! By standing on the exact site 
where a photograph was taken at an earlier time, and 
by retaking the photograph, it is possible to literally 
‘see’ into the past and document the many different 
ways in which the environment has changed over 
time. This is what repeat photography is all about and 

because South Africa is 
blessed with an abun-
dance of historical 
photographs, which 
were taken at just 
about every location 
imaginable, it is pos-
sible, with enough re-
peat photographs, to 
reconstruct the past. In 
analysing the matched 
images we can ask 
questions like: ‘What 
has changed in the 
landscape over time?’; 
‘Where in the country 
has the environment 
changed the most?’, 
and the most elusive 
of all questions: ‘Why 
has it changed?’ Hav-
ing answers to these 
questions enables us 
to then say: ‘So what 
does this mean for the 
future?’

rePhotoSA –  
a window into the past

TIMM HOFFMAN

Gamtoos Ferry Hotel, Eastern Cape. Although the fore-
ground vegetation was already heavily disturbed in 

1925 (top photo) when IB Pole Evans photographed this 
hillslope it is now a planted pasture dominated by Kikuyu. 

The thicket vegetation on the lower west-facing slope is 
relatively unchanged while the more open renosterveld 
vegetation higher up the slope has a greater abundance 

of shrubs and trees than was the case in the original pho-
tograph. The bush clumps on the ridgeline evident in 2018 

are comprised primarily of the alien trees Acacia cyclops 
and A. mearnsii. (Bottom photo by M.T. Hoffman).

Seal Point Reserve, Eastern Cape. The original pho-
tograph was taken by Richard Cowling in the spring 
of 2003 and appears at first sight to be more diverse. 
Indigofera tomentosa has declined in abundance as 
has the alien species, Medicago sativa. The cover of 
Syncarpa sordida has increased and together with 
Drosanthemum maritinum now dominates the vegeta-
tion. (Repeat photo by M.T. Hoffman and R.M. Cowl-
ing, July 2018)

Given the power of repeat photography to docu-
ment the past, and say something about the future, 
researchers at the Plant Conservation Unit (PCU) at 
the University of Cape Town have, over decades now, 
been assembling the largest collection of histori-
cal landscape photographs in the country. Compris-
ing more than 20  000 images (many of which have 
been sourced from SANBI) about 10% have been re-
located and rephotographed. More recently, the PCU 
has teamed up with colleagues from the university’s 
Animal Demographic Unit to develop an on-line plat-
form called rePhotoSA (see: http://rePhotoSA.adu.
org.za). The website has a searchable link to about 
5 000 historical photographs and encourages citizen 
scientists to get involved in locating and rephoto-
graphing some of the sites closest to where they live 
and work. So, if you are travelling to an area which 
was photographed in the past, find the location  
and upload the new image. Together we can create  
a picture of our changing Earth. 
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The journal PlantLife recently entered a new phase 
as a free-subscription digital magazine and the 

most recent edition was published at the end of De-
cember 2018.

The articles in the journal are targeted at the in-
terested amateur as well as professional botanists. 
Anyone interested in subscribing should visit the 
PlantLife website at https://plantlifesouthafrica.
blogspot.com/, and follow the prompts by bringing 
up the menu at the right (the dark strip) of the home 
page.

And, of course, any reader wishing to share an inter-
esting story about a plant-related subject is welcome 
to submit a draft to plantlife.editor@gmail.com
Guidelines for article submission:

 z The article should be between 1  500 and 2  500 
words long in an informal, conversational style. 

 z Authors should use as little formatting as possible 
as that all has to be stripped out before dropping 
into the blog. 

PlantLife Promo 
February 2019

 z Authors are encouraged to use lots of good, rele-
vant images. 

 z Authors should either place a thumbnail of the 
image in the appropriate place in the text or make 
a note where it should go.

 z Images should be separate attachments with the 
text file and should be between 400 and 1 500 kB 
in size each. Avoid embedded captions, and pref-
erably no copyright marks. Bear in mind that the 
blog software automatically uses the first image in 
the article as the teaser on the blog home page, so 
select carefully.

The year 2018 was a tough year for us. We lost 
three key CREW members and we want to re-
member and celebrate the great contributions 
they made to the CREW programme.

Koos Claassens 1940–2018

Jacobus Gerhardus Claassens – also known as Oom 
Koos – was born in Rehoboth in 1940 and after 

school attended the University of Pretoria (Tukkies) 
where he studied toward a BSc in Agriculture (one 
of his lecturers was Prof. Jan Bonsma – founder of 
the Bonsmara cattle breed). In 1961 Tukkies would 
also become his and Elise’s first meeting place. They 
got married a few years later – a union that lasted 52 
years and from which three children were born.

A tribute to our CREW legends
ISMAIL EBRAHIM, RUPERT KOOPMAN & RHODA MCMASTER

The couple farmed in the Namibian district of Ma-
riental for sixteen years before selling their farm and 
moving to Ficksburg in the Free State. There Oom 
Koos worked at Sentra-Oes in the field of Crop Insur-
ance, inventing new formulae and strategies to better 
quantify decisions regarding cover. After Oom Koos 
retired they settled in Jacobsbaai on the West Coast 
and there, in the words of Tannie Elise, ‘[het hulle] met 
die blommetjies begin deurmekaar raak’ ([they got] in-
volved with the flowers).

Once they had finished building their house, they 
were completely enthralled with the surrounding 
limestone strandveld flora. When the Custodians 
of Rare and Endangered Wildflowers (CREW) and I 
made contact, it was astounding to see the inno-
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vative ways in which Claassens sniffed out rare and 
miniscule floral gems. A super productive period fol-
lowed, where the flora of Jacobsbaai and the broader 
Saldanha Peninsula received a thorough inspection. 
The data that the couple had collected was of such 
volume and quality that we were, through the EIA 
process, able to quantify the exact impacts of pro-
posed developments on the veld and agree to con-
serve areas of Saldanha Limestone Strandveld, which 
harboured Oom Koos’s gems. 

Many botanists, both local and internationally 
based, were both generously hosted and rigorously 
questioned in their work – Oom Koos’s favourite 
thing being a half smile followed by the inevitable 
‘Are you sure?’. Oom Koos was exceptional at finding 
new species. While living in Jacobsbaai he discovered 
eight new species. 

Oom Koos passed away on 23 May 2018 after a long 
battle with cancer. His passion for the Weskus flora 
lives on. 

Cameron McMaster 1937–2018

Cameron’s main career was in sheep breeding, but 
his second ‘career’ was nature. 

He was instrumental in the establishment of two 
flower reserves (Napier Commonage and Waainek, 
Somerset East). 

He wrote over 30 articles for Veld & Flora and other 
plant magazines, received the Schelpe award in 2005, 
and wrote 70 articles about veld flowers for farmers 
in the Farmers’ Weekly. 

His great hobby was photography and he left a 
huge collection of photos of fauna and flora (not to 
mention farmers and their sheep!). 

Four flower species were named after him (Nerine 
macmasteri, Ceropegia macmasteri, Cyrtanthus mac-
masteri and Tulbaghia violacea subsp. macmasteri), as 
well as two species butterflies.

Cameron was always very proud of CREW and 
had sent in a number of personal records from the 
Eastern and Western Cape. He always inspired us to 
do more and his love for geophytes was infectious. 
We will miss him dearly.

Stephen Cousins 1986–2018

Stephen was an amazing CREW champion. He in-
spired so many people to care about plants and in 
particular help to conserve threatened renosterveld 

vegetation. Stephen was registered as Ph.D. student 
in the Department of Conservation Ecology and En-
tomology at the Stellenbosch University. His research 
project was titled ‘Conservation ecology and resto-
ration potential of critically endangered Swartland 
renosterveld in the Western Cape, South Africa’. We 
first met Stephen when he was an intern with Tony 
Rebelo at Kirstenbosch National Botanical Garden, 
where he worked on the genus Erepsia. Stephen 

Oom Koos in the field with members of the CREW team. 
Photo: Ismail Ebrahim

Cameron and Rhoda McMaster getting close to the 
ground to photograph plants. Photo: Odette Curtis
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then moved to Riebeek Kasteel where he started the 
Swartland CREW group. Many of the volunteers that 
worked with him were completely novice at plant 
identification, but Stephen’s ability to engage people 
resulted in volunteer’s knowledge expanding rapidly. 
One of the stand out features of a Swartland botanics 
fieldtrips were the crowds that Stephen was able to 
draw. I remember that one of the most well attended 
fieldtrips to a recently burnt area in Riebeek West was 
organised by Stephen and over 50 volunteers joined 
that trip.

He also made miraculous progress with engag-
ing the Swartland municipality to look at the man-
agement of the key priority renosterveld remnants 
owned by the municipality. These sites are much 
closer to being formally protected because of his 
effort and the manner in which he engaged the con-
servation officials. 

In addition to being a passionate botanist Stephen 
was an exceptionally talented pianist. He had a great 
love for music and many of his family and friends 
have fond memories of his beautiful renditions. Stephen Cousins. Photo: Andre Venter

Have you explored the Biodiversity advisor website ?
http://biodiversityadvisor.sanbi.org/

Helping you find the right biodiversity infor-
mation from SANBI.

This website will assist you to access informa-
tion held by SANBI on South Africa’s biodi-
versity. 

Use our resources for decision-making, plan-
ning and research.
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Food for  
biodiversity bookworms

The Sand Forest of Maputuland is an ad hoc SANBI 
publication and the latest book published by 
SANBI Graphics & Editing. The book was launched 
by BotSoc in Kirstenbosch on 19 March, and can 
be ordered from the SANBI Bookshop for R785.00

Maputaland in the northeast corner of Kwa-
Zulu-Natal lies at the southern end of one of the 
largest coastal plains in Africa. It is a beautiful area 
and incredibly species rich, with high levels of 
plant and animal endemism.

The sand forest of Maputaland is discussed in 
detail, with information about the differences 
between the various forest types, the soils of the 
sand forest, allelopathy, the origin of sand forest, 
the surrounding vegetation, as well as the fauna 
and flora of the sand forest.

Books that are science-based and published by SANBI 
as well as biodiversity books from other publishers, such 
as Briza, Jacana and Struik Nature can be purchased from 
the SANBI Bookshop that is located at the National Her-
barium in the Pretoria National Botanical Garden. 

Come and visit the Bookshop for all your popular and scien-
tific biodiversity publications in one place, or browse the cat-
alogue at https://www.sanbi.org/wp-content/uploads/2019 
/01/2019-SANBI-catalogue.pdf. 

The bookshop is open from 08:00 to 16:00, Monday to Friday 
(excluding public holidays). 

Books can also be ordered from the SANBI Bookshop. Please 
contact Thembi Masilela at 012 843 5099, or send an e-mail to 
sanbibookshop@sanbi.org.za.

Beeplants of South Africa: 
sources of nectar, pollen, 
honeydew and propolis 
for honeybees  
attempts to furnish bee-
keepers with informa-
tion on the nectar and 
pollen value of South 
African beeplants, 
whether indigenous or 
exotic, grown in or-
chards or plantations,  
or whether ornamentals 

or weeds. Additionally, flowering times are docu-
mented and the pollination needs of crop plants 
are addressed.

Protect our planet’s precious bees, by  
offering them 5-star accommodation 
in your garden – with a Tutus Loco 
Bee Hotel! A bee hotel is a simple 
wooden structure designed to mimic 
the natural breeding nests of solitary 
bees (bee species that don’t live in col-
onies or hives). The bee hotel provides 
a space where solitary bee species can 
live and breed in safety. Available in 
different sizes with prices R90.00, 
R110 and R125.

Visit http://www.beehotel.co.za/
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Cape Floristic Region

CFR office and C-Team: Ismail Ebrahim; i.ebrahim@sanbi.org.za

Cape Peninsula: Gigi Laidler; G.Laidler@sanbi.org.za

Darling Flora group: Helene Preston; prestons@telkomsa.net

Friends of Tygerberg Hills: Hedi Stummer; estummer@mweb.co.za

Blaauwberg CREW: Petra Broddle; petrabroddle@yahoo.com 

Swartland CREW: Fiona Hellman; hellmann@mweb.co.za 

George Outramps: Sally Adam; sallyslak@gmail.com / Di Turner; di@strawberryhill.co.za 

Hottentots Holland: Carina Lochner; cariloc@iafrica.com 

Jacobsbaai: Elize Claassens; koosclaassens@gmail.com

Kogelberg: Amida Johns; amidajohns@gmail.com

Napier: Odette Curtis; info@overbergrenosterveld.org.za 

Nieuwoudtville: Shannon Parring; shannon@indigo-dc.org 

Piketberg: Angela Langton; eaglespride@patat.co.za

Swellendam: Flora Cameron, flora@iafrica.com

Worcester: Robert Mckenzie; robt.mckenzie@gmail.com 

Eastern Cape

EC office: Vathiswa Zikishe; v.zikishe@sanbi.org.za 

Fourcade Botanical Group (St Francis): Caryl Logie; b.logie@telkomsa.net

PE: Adriaan Grobler; adriaan.grobler85@gmail.com 

Summer-rainfall region

SR office: Suvarna Parbhoo; s.parbhoo@sanbi.org.za 

A-Team:  Kaveesha Naicker; k.naicker@botanicalsociety.org.za 

Pondoland: Kate Grieve; kw.grieve@gmail.com

Durban: Jocelyn Sutherland; jocelyn26s@gmail.com  / Bertha Pitout bertha.pitout@gmail.com

Midlands: Alison Young; YoungA@ukzn.ac.za / Peter Warren; PeterRWarren@gmail.com/

Underberg: Julie Braby; juliebraby@gmail.com / Ansell Matcher matchersnr@telkomsa.net

Wakkerstroom: Jenni Maxted; maxtedhousehold@aol.com 

Zululand: Francios du Randt; fdurandt@vodamail.co.za

Gauteng: Michelle de Klerk crewgauteng@gmail.com

Mpumalanga: Plant specialist group: Delia Oosthuizen delia@mountainlands.co.za

Limpopo: Mahlatse Mogale mogalemmp@gmail.com / Bronwyn Egan Bronwyn.egan@ul.ac.za

Contact details for CREW Group champions

@CREWCitSciZA
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